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A STUDY TO DETERMINE Tl:IE ADEQUACY OF
THE BUSINESS DEPARTMENTS OF THE
NEG~O HIGH SCHOOLS OF
DALLAS COUNTY
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine how adequate ly
Negro schools of Dallas County, Dallas , Texas are conforming to
certain standards in business education . _
To assist the schools in ascertaining the effectiveness of
the existing programs.
T.o assist the schools in finding existing weaknesses in

their programs .
To help -the schools recognize revisions needed in the pre sent program .

To provide better personnel for business through a more
effective school curriculum .

A comparative survey of business

administration programs has been made , and the programs were
evaluated by standards formulated by the Texas Education Agency
and recognized investigators in this field .

After careful con-

sideration of all the data a vailable for this study, the writer
made conclusions and recommendations with regard to the business
education programs in the schoo ls of Dallas County.
Sources of Data
The sources of data in this study were literature in the
fields of business education with particular reference to the

2

objectives and methods in this area of instruction .

Question-

naires were sent to teachers of business education of Dallas
County, businessmen who employed high school graduates without further training, and high-school graduates without
additional _training .

The information was obtained from the

E-iraluati ve Criteria , bulletins of the 'l'exas State Depar-cment of
Education~ and other investigations in the f~eld of business
education .
LIMITATIONS
This stuly i s limited to the fallowing schools I George W.
Carver of Garland, George Washington Carver of Seagoville 9

Dalworth Park of Grand Prairie, Hamilton Park of Richardson,
Pierce High School of Hutchins, Washington High School of Dallas 9
Lincoln High school of Dallas• and James Madison High School of
Dallas .
The survey was made during the fall semester of the school
year 1958-1959 .
Definitions
Business Educ a tion has been defined as follows:
"Business education" is that phase of our entire
educational program which is designed to acquaint
students with their business relationships and to
provide a proportion of the students with a -vocational
basis of earning a living . In certain of its phase-s ,
business education is high abstract and requires
skilled thinking . · In other phases, it requires a background of common knowledge and the co-ordinated work
of the mind and hand . l
·
1charles Lockwood 7 "Business Education from the Administrator's
Point of View," The Balance Sheet, XXXV (September, 1955) p. 34-60
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The term "Negro High Sch ools " used in this study is employed to refer to the schools of Dallas County attended by
Negro Students.

The enrollment of these schools ranges from

wo hundred to seventeen hundreds students .
The committee that reported to the National Business Teachers
Association defined "evaluation" in the following terms:
Evaluation is an integral part of an.y teaching
activity . It must be carried on constantly as
a natural and inseparable learning activity as
well as an objective technique of comparison . 2
TREATMENT OF DATA
The initial step in making the study was to select suitable
criteria or standards which would be used in evaluating the bus iness education program of this county.

Many sources were con-

sulted in an effort to determine what objectives and facilities
should be used in this study .

The standards chosen were prepared

by research specialists in the business field .
Questionnaires were compiled·; based upon the standards of
the Texas Education Agency, the Evaluative .C riteria 2 and the
Bulletin published by the Eastern· Business Teachers Association
and the National Business Teachers Association .
The mimeographed forms of the questionnaire were mailed to
'
the business teachers
of the Negro High Schools of Dallas

County 9 businessmen who employ high- school graduates without
further training , and graduates with. additional training within
2

National Business Teachers Association, The Principles Of
Business Education , P. 192 .
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the previously mentioned area of the County, along with letters
of instruction and self- addressed envelopes for returning their
responses .

In some cases , the writer had to send a second

questionnaire before a reply was obtained .
After the questionnaires were returned , the next logical
step was to compile the data in re l ated sections and arrange all
information rec eived in tabular form .

These data. are discussed

and evaluated in Chapter III with reference to the criteria set
up i n Chapter II .

Chapter IV presents conclusions that were for-

mulated as a re s ult of this study and makes recommendations for
the future growth and adequacy of th

business education pro-

grams of Dallas County .

RELATED STU;DIES
During the past two years more than four hundred and ·fifty
separate curricular studies have been made by graduate students
in the field of business education .

Dr . Hollis Guy made a re-

port in summary form of Research in Business Education Completed
or Under

;:t

Way , ✓

Each of these studies had been pointed toward

learning more about the real needs of the business pupils enrolled in high schools in which the respective investigators had
been teaching or intended to teach .
In order to determine whether or not the curriculum was
meeting the needs of the youth , a few facts had to be est ablished.
Past and present offerings in the curriculum in each school were

3
Hollis Guy and John L. Roberts, "Research in Business Education
Completed or Under Way , u The National Business Education Quarterly,
(Spring, 1958 ) Vol . XXVI,P.° 35-54 ,
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studied from the course content .

Second, graduates of the high

schools were contacted to discover what type of work they were
doing and what knowledge and skills were needed to perform their
duties .

High-school graduates were asked to evaluate the

courses taken and report business training needed which could
not be obtained in their school.

Third, businessmen were inter-

viewed in an effor~ to discover their suggestions for improving
high-school curricula and to ascertain the weaknesses of the employees who were graduates of the local high schools .

Fourth, an

attempt was made to evaluate the objectives of those students
still in school .

Finally , these data were evaluated in the light

of the needs of the community and rec ommendations were made for
improving the business curriculum in the schools studied .

In preparing for this study , the consensus of opinion was
that the question- answer technique should be used, which was in
the form of the questionnaire and the interview .

Questionnaire

and interview sheets flere developed for collecting the data needed .
The simple interview was used for gathering information from the
businessmen, seniors, teachers , principals, and graduates who
live in the community .
The largest number of bus i ness coui~e s taught in any one
school was nine .

The offerings included two years of typewriting,

two years of shorthand , one year of bookkeep i ng, salesmanship,
office practice 9 general business, and commercial art .

These

schools offered five business subjects , two school s offered two-a combination of typewriting and bookkeeping in one achoo, ~nd a
combination of typewriting and general business in the other .
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Each of the eight schools offered a one-year course in typewriting, and six of the schools offered a second year course .
Bcokkeeping and shorthand ranked next to typewriting, and six of
these schools ranked toward tb,e top in popularity among the business
subjects ., as they were second only to typewritinr; .

Bookkeeping

was offered in eight schools, and shorthand was offered in seven .
, Five schools offered a course in general business 9 a:nd one school
offered a semester of general · business and a semester ·:>f economics .

Business arithmetic and office practice were a part of two

business curric~la .

Salesmanship , commercial law, and commer-

cial art were offered in only one school .
The subjects listed are those which the graduates have felt
a need for in their work, but they are subjects which were not
taken or which were not offered in some schools~
the requests with bookkeeping $econd .

Shorthand led

Suggestions were made for

store management, banking, law, business English, speech, spelling, business arithmetic, office practice, penmanship, office
machines and economics .

The inability of individuals to work

with figures, as given in practical business arithmetic, has
shown i t to be the most needed courses in t h ese secondary schools.
Fagan made a study to determine the status of general and
social-business education in the high schools of Iowa and to
discover significant trends in this area of business education . 4
4

Clifford L . Fagan, "General and Social-Business Educ ation:
A Study of Its Status and Instructional Trends With Special
Reference to the High Schools of Iowa, 11 National Business
Quarterly , LVIII · (October, 1949), Pp . 15-27 .
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In his study he refers to the general education offered in the
business education department and to a lesser extent in other
depart~ents of the high school .

General and social-business

education should serve to provide a background for further study
for those students regardless of their vocational intent.

The

subjects cons1dered in the field of general and social-business
education were the following: advertising , business or commercial
arithmetic , business English , business or commercial law, business
organization and management , consumer economics, business training , marketing , penmanship , vocations , typewriting, shorthand ,
bookkeeping , and office practice .

Allied subjects are predomi-

nantly vocational in purpose , as they nre taught in the high
school today .
Fagan, in making this study, divided the schools into four
classes .

The four classes according to their enrollment were as

follows:
Class A - schools with enrollments of more than 400.
Class B - schools with enrollments of more than 125
and less than 401 .
Class C - schools with en~ollments of more than 65
and less than 126 .
Class D - schools with enrollments ,f less than 66 . 5
The findings of Fagan• s study were brie.f ly summarized in
the scope of the study .
First crune general and social-business subjects that were
offered and with what frequency: of 442 school s supplying data,
74.0 per cent included economics; 56 . 8 per cent of the schools
5Ibid ., P . 16.
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'included business arithmetic; 51 .4 per cent of the schools included business training; 50 . 0 per cent of the schools offered
business law; and 39 . 6 per cent of the schools included commercial geo~raphy .

There were other subjects but the percentage of

schools including them in their p~ograms ranged from 0.5 per cent
to 13 . 8 per cent .
The enrollments in the general and social-business subjects
varied greatly .

Economics had the largest number of enrollments

with 1 . 18 per cent of all the students in the high schools reporting a.nrolled in this subject, business training had an enrollment
of 6 . 06 per cent; business arithmetic, 4 . 25 per cent; business
law, 4 . 0 per cent; commercial ·geography, 3 . 02 per cent .

The

three vocational business subjects-- typewriting, shorthand, and
bookkeeping with a total enrollment of 34 . 96 pe:i:- cent---exceeded
the 29 . 36 per cent total enrollment of all thirteen general and
social-business subjects .
The proportion of boys and girls enro~led in the general and
social-bus·ness education courses was nearly equal, with 48 . 5 per
cent ~oys and 51 .5 per cent girls .

A slightly larger number

f

boys were enrolled in business law .and salesmanship, but there
were more girls in consumer education, business training, business
English, and business arithmetic.
The school administrators and the teachers of general and
social-business subjects emphasized the objectives and aims as
follows: first~ personal use; second , economic understandings;
third, consumer education .

The other objectives mentioned were

occupational intelligence , semi-vocat:i.or..al preparation, and

9

college preparation .
The majority of teachers for general and social-business
education were men .

The percentage distribution was as follows:

men teachers9 57.9 per cent; and women teachers, 42 . 1 per cent.
Approximately four teachers out of every five possessed the
~aster ' s degree .
The methods, materials , and ctevices which were used varied .
'

'

The textbook method was most frequently employed by the teachers
included in this study in teaching the general and social-business
subjects .

Other methods were socialized recitations, lectures,

assigned topics, mechanical audio-visual aids, and laboratory.
During the school year 1953-54 Hallen made a study of the
business education programs in North Dakota High schools . 6
Hallen conducted her study by analyzing qualifi~ations and teaching loads of business education teachers in North Dakota high
schools , the curriculum , and the equipment available in the
business edu~ai:;ion department desired and needed equipment .
Hallen ' s first step in the study was to send questionnaires
to the fully accredited and minor accredited high schools in
North Dakota .

The study was made from the replies of 140 schools.

Two thirds of the complete questionnaires

ere from fully

accredited high schools 9 and one third fromml.nor accredited high
schools .

Teachers in smaller schools usually found themselves

teaching a more
There is

&

ried load than the teachers in larger schools .

larger number of part - time business teachers in North

6

Lois ,T . l!allen, "Business Education in the North Dakota High
Schools," NATIONAL BUSINESS EDUCATION Q.UARTERLY, XVIII (March,

1954), Pp. 27- 31 .
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Dakota than full -time teachers.

The survey showed that 25 . 0

per cent of the teachers who replied to the questionnaires were
full-time teachers and 75 .0 per cent were part-time teachers of
business .

Approximately 24 . 0 per cent of the schools had only

full-time teachers of business , 70 . 0 per cent of the schools had
only part-time ousiness instructors , while 6 . 0 per cent had a
combination of both full-time and part - time business teachers .
One sc

001

was unique in that it maintained its business edu-

cati.on departments through the use of four part-t ime teacher and
no full-time instru.ctor .

It was also shown that the ·business

education teachers in North Dakota high schools should expect to
teach subjects in other fields .
Hallan also found that business methods and office proce dures made rapid changes which necessitated the modifying of the
business education progre.m .

Business subjects were considered

electives, so in many schools a yearly plan of alternation. was
instituted .

For example, first - year bookkeeping and business

law might be of~ered in alternate years .

By this method, pupils

were given an opportunity to take several business subjects by
the time they were ready to graduate .
The schools were surveyed as to equipment being used in
their business education departments during 1953-1954 and the
equipment they would desire to add if funds were available .
Equipment in the departments at the time of the study was either
owned or rented by the school or furnished by the pupils .
Teachers believe~ that instruction was more satisfactory if the
students could use the equipment furnished by the school , as

11

there would be greater uniformity in makes and models used .
Typewriters were furnished by ninety- eight per cent of the
schools .

Typewriters headed the list of new equipment desired

by the schools; 39.0 per cent of the schools stated that they
should have more and newer typewriters .

Electric typewriters

were not furnished in an.y of the schools, but two per cent of the
schools indic ated

1

hat they would like to have this equipment

available in their business education departments because its use
is becoming more widespread •.
Other mechanical equipment was to be found in the business
education departments of most of the schools .

Eighty-two per

cent of the schools had duplicating machines available in their
business education departments .

Of the 140 school s studied in

North Dakota, sixty-six schools had adding machines available .
Business teachers believed that pupils should be acquainted with
adding machines .

In 48 . 0 per cent of the schools phonographs

were used to develop rhythm in typewriting .
Teachers stated their desire for projectors, because slides
and fi l ms were available for every business education course and
their use c ould be c ome more effective and contribute rich l y to
vitaJ. .learn:i...1.1g ;.t.i adequate projection equipment were available .
However, the teachers believed that addressographs are too expensive for the value derived from their use , as there are few
opport;unities for pupils to use this training in the smaller towns .

CHAPTER II
STANDARDS FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE ADEQUACY
OF THE BUSINESS EDUCATION DEPARTMENTS OF
THE EIGHT NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS OF DALLAS
COUNTY OF DALLAS, TEXAS
In order to determine what facilities would be adequate
to carry out a we ll-devdloped program of business, certain
standards of criteria had to be set up in order to evaluate
the programs of these high schools in Dallas County, of Dallas,
Texas .

Since this study was made in Texas, the criteria chosen

have included standards as set up by the Texas State Department
of Educ ation in its Bulletin No . 507, entitled Standards and
Acitivities of the Division
of School Systems

2£

Supervision~ Accreditation

2f. 1949-1950; Bulletin No. 501 1 entitled

Guiding Patterns~ Business Education For Secondary Schools,

194-9-1950; Evaluative Criteria, issued by the Co-operative
Study of Secondary School Standards of t h e National Education
· Association; and standards set up by investigators in the field
of business education .

In a later chapter the data obtained

from the study of the schools in this county will be analyzed
ar.1 compa:r.-erl_ with the suggested criteria presented in this
chapter •

.An

evaluation will be made to determine how well

these schools are meeting the cltandards set fort h ~y the Texas
St a te llepa1.-cment of Educ·a tion and other specialists in the
field of business education.
Business education deals with relationsh ips, techniqueg,
attitudes , an~ knowledges necessary for an individual to
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understand the social institution of business and successfully
adj 7st himself to it .

Business education is equally important

for- the person who intends to be a consumer of the goods and

services provided by business as well as for the individual
who intends to participate in producing the goods and services . 1
Consumer education , which is a training for socialeconomic efficiency, should have a place in the business education program. .

Lipstrew made a study of c onsumer education

in senior high schools accredited by the North Central Associ- ation of Colleges and Secondary Schools .

2

He listed th

primary objectbres of consumer education as follows:
1.

Wiser purchasing and con~umption of food,
clothing, shelter, health, and vocational
interests .

2.

Wiser saving and, utilization of earnings .

3.

Development of broad social intelligence
in economic problems.

4.

Development of high standards of value
and taste .

5.

Development of co- operative attitudes that
tend to increase economic well- being .

6.

Development of sensit;ivity to social
responsibility.

'7 .

Development of better understanding of
industrial relations.3

Of the schools tbat participated in the investigation,
e ghty per cent believed that their programs of consumer

1National

Business Teachers Association, Tho Principles Of
Business Education, P. 7.
2otis Lipstrew, "Consumer Education: Modern Style," uchool
Review, LVII (February, 1949), Pp . 101-103 .
3rbid . , P. 101 .
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education were inadequate and that teachers were not qualified
for carrying out an effective program of consumer education.
I't was believed essential that, first of all, suggestions
.

should be made by authorities for improvement of the consumereducation program .

Better training on the part of the teachers

was deemed imperative to assure the success of a program in
consumer education.
This type of basic education should develop in each student
a social intelligence in relation to economic problems, an
understanding of money and its management, an awareness of
4
economic influences in the life of every individual.
The Educational Policies Commission has summarized the purposes of
consumer education as follows:
Consumer education should seek to develop high
standards of value and taste; aim at wiser expendi- tures for food 9 clothing, shelter, health , and
recreation; develop better understanding of the
significance of public expenditures and of individual savings; give some technical information to aid
in selecting the best grade or blend of a particular commodity, andstress the social responsibilities. 5
The purpose of business education may be found in the
business activities in the life around us.

They arise from an

attempt to help people adjust themselves to those economic
activities in which it is exp~cted and known that they will, in
all likelihood, participate.

The objectives have reference to

both basic and occupational activities.

A list of outcomes

prepared by the Co-operative Study of Secondary School
4 National Business Teachers Association, Op. Cit., P.
5
Educational Policies Commission, National Education
Association, Education for Economic Well- Being!!! American
Democracy, P. ?4.

137.
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Standards is similar to a list prepared by the Educational
Policies Commission; this list is briefly summarized as
follows:
l .

Displaying a knowledge of the language of
business .

2.

Having a general understanding of the
economic nature of business and how it
operates, including intermingling of the
functions of management, finances ,
production , marketing , and accounting .

3.

Developing vocational efficiency in at
least one type of business employment
suffic ient to permit a graduate to secure
an init i al position .

4.

Developing the ability to adapt oneself
to occupat.ional changes brought about by
inventions or other social or economic
changes .

5. Knowing business practices and being
proficient in those business skills
needed by all intelligent consumers .

6.

Developing a personality which will be
welcomed in business and society alike .

7.

Understanding ethical business standards . 6

In carrying out a program in any educational field, the
employment of qualified instructors should be considered
thoroughly .

The pre - training of business education teachers

varies in different states .

In the St ate of New York , for ex-

ample , the teacher who wishes to secure a state license is required to have a master's degree .

The master's degree repre-

sents approximately 150 hours of college credit.

Of these

150 hours , the applicant is required to have a minimum of

6co-operative Study of Secondary School Standards,
Evaluative Criteria, "Outcomes of Business Education," P. 92 .
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thirty- six semester hours of work in the subject matter of
business education .

The requi rement must be fulfilled by

courses taken in accredited colleges .

The specific course

requirements in subject matter are as follows: advance shorthand , typewriting , bookkeeping, accounting , business law ,
business ar.ithmetic , business orgauization or management,
economic geography , banking and finance , office or secretarial
practice, and advanced written composition . 7

In Texas ? the teachers of high-school work are required to
have a major or minor in the field which they are teaching, or
at least twelve semester hours of training in business education .- In other states---California, for example---a teacher
may teach business subjects in the high school provided he has
five years of college preparation , including eighteen semester
hours of professional education and student teaching together
with a major of twenty- four hours and a minor of twelve
semester hours . 8
I t is not the practice of the teacher- training institutions
to encourage trainees to prepare for commercial teaching without adequate training in the skill subjects .

No one has yet

ascertained how much skill ia teacher of any subject such as a
language, or mathematics, or shorthand, or accounting 9 needs in
order to do a successful job of teaching that subject .

Teacher-

training institutions vary to a marked degree in their requirements of skill mastery in granting degrees to teachers of
?National Business Teachers Association , Problems and Issues
In Business Education , Seventh Yearbook , P. 50 .
8 Ibid_ . , P . 51 .
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skill subjects .

In many i nstitutions the amount of skill is

determined by the number of semester hours of credit in a
given subject .
The school shoul d make provisions in its business education program that the teachers be requested to do in- service
training .

I t is a recognized fact that no teacher in this

modern life of rapid changes can be educated as a young person
for a lifetime of teaching service .

He needs periodically to

renew his professiona l preparat i on through various kinds of
experience, s.u ch as work in professional associations, reading
of business publications , se l f - improvement through refresher
courses, and work experience .

A really efficient teacher

should constantly be alert to changing educational needs . 9
The Texas State Department of Education recommends that:
The teachers of Business should at a ll times
strive for their profeesional growth and development . Their daily living a a part o the business
world should a i m at oorrectine:, defi<... ,;,,ncies, increasing his knowledge and skill and keeping
professionally informed .
The reading of the teacher should include the
literature of general education as well as that of
. business and business education . He should at all
times keep posted as to business trends and general
conditions .10
Business teachers who have attended college , who have
studied subject matter, and who have completed the necessary
methods courses should also have business experience ~eceived
in actual working situations of the business world .

9National

The

Business Teachers Association, Princinles Of
Business Education, Eighth Yearbook, P . 100 .
lOTexas State Department of Education, Guiding Patterns in
Businecs Education for Secondary Schools, 1949-50 . Pp. 11-12 .
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.state Department of Education has stated that:
The necessity for practical experience requires
that the teacher have some work experience in the
business wor l d . This can be gained by teachers who
do not have such experience through planning a program of self-improvement which includes time s pent
during the summer or other convenient time in some
position in the business Wl:>rld . 11
Frederick G. Nichols, 12 J. H. Dodd , 13 Irma Ehrenhart, 14 and
Ruth Frances Hiatt 15have expressed themselves as being of the
opinion that business experience should be required of business
teachers .
Nanassy stated that:
The bustness teacher is expected to help students
develop certain understandings, conditions, and
practice in the business world ; to aid students to
develop wholesome attitudes toward an appreication of
institutions, practices, and conditions which prevail
in the business world; and to teach certain skills and
.knowledges which may be reasonably regarded as being
within the province oi' the high school . To accomplish
these objectives a teacher of business cennot be pre pared wholly through classroom work; he must look to
the business world for experience . Occupational business experience tends to develop confidence on the
part of the teacher since he is not teaching theory
entirely . 16
11

I bid ., P. 12 .
12
Frederick G. Nichols , Commercial Education In The High
Schools, P:p . 123-124 .
l3J. H. Dodd, "Should Actual Business Experience Be Required
. Of Business Teachers?" Journal of Business Education,
(November, 1953) , Pp . ll- 12 .
llf-Irma Eb.:renhart , "Business Experience for Business Educators,"
Business Education World 9 (October, 1953), P. 11.
1 5Ruth Frances Hiatt, "Essay Contest," Business Education
World, (October, 1952), P . 109.
16 Louis C. Nanassy , "Occupational Business Experience For
Business Teachers , " Journal .2.f. Business Education , (January

1945,
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~he proper business experience will promote enrichment
of class instruction .

Flowers and Fox have stated: "If

business experience is beneficial to and required of the
students , it would also be beneficial to and should be required of business teachers . 111 7
The school should provide time in the business education
program for teachers to have personal interviews with businessmen of the community .

The commercial teachers should have

periodical surveys with businessmen to see whether the commer cial graduates are qualifying according to the conditions of
business within the local community .

Dotson has stated that

if businessmen were given an opportunity to make constructive
suggestions for training office workers and if they were given
an insight into problems faced by the schools, their understanding and support would be won. 18
In conducting these proposed interviews with business
leaders of t~e community , the teacher will disco er the inadequacy of her work in developing some of the following traits
of the students: initiative, attentions to aetails 9 inability,
lack of neatness, lack of courtesy, lack of honesty, lack of
loyalty 9 and lack of co-operation .

The teacher will also

discover the adequacy in stressing the importance of properly
written English, penmanship, prop~rly spoken English, the
knowledge of simple arithmetic, good book.keeping technique ,
l?Alfred w. Flowers and Thomas Fox, "Business Experience A Must For Business Teachers," ~ Balance .::>haet. (November,

1949) , P. 100 .

18verne:r L . Dotson, ''The Good Business Education Department
Has Adequate Supervision and Co-ordination," Bulletin of ~
National Association of Secondar;y School Princ1.pa .. s,
(November, 1949) P . 50.
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accurate and rapid typing , good spelling, and accurate transcription from correctly formed characters in shorthand .
The public secondary schools should attempt to equip
their graduates with skills, general education, background ,
and certain personal progress in their work.

The school

has at least four problems if it is to succeed in this task . 19
Keithley has listed the four problems as follows:
1.

Guidance of pupils in the choice of
curriculum in which they are most
likely to succeed .

2.

Provision of proper curriculum to
meet the needs of pupils and employers .

3.

Provisions of individual courses of
instruction within the curriculum. which
will provide the desired training .
Placement and follow-up services . 20

4.

Business teachers are urged to take a greater part in the
business life of the community .

The businessmen in turn

should also take a greater part in the educational life of the
community .

Business education can -render a better service to

business by having a thorough knowledge of what business expects.
The businessmen can help by promoting the formation of a business education council which should be composed of office
managers, manufactures of office equipment 9 and other businessmen in the community interested in promoting a better business

l9E . r, . Keithley , ''Make Business Education Practical,"
National Business Education Quarterly. (March, 1955), P. 56 .
20 Ibid . , P . 5 .
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education in the sec ondary school.
Business education has for its purpose the preparation
of boys and girls to enter upon a business career .

The

commercial program should contribute to the social 9 personal,
and vocational avenues of a child ' s lifes in the following
ways:

SOCIAL WAYS
1.

Developing in a practical way an understanding 0£ some pertinent concepts
concerning the organization, principles,
and problems of modern business .

2.

Reacting to situations which will emphasize
the need of ethical thinking and behavior
in the business world.

3.

Directing capabilities in the commercial
skills into fields of activity .

PERSONAL AFFAIRS
1.

Developing such basic knowledge, habits,
and attitudes as will be useful in
personal business affairs .

2o

Building a background to aid in
appraising and judging business contacts
and obligations.

3.

Exploring business possibilities in order
to discover aptitudes and stimulate
worthy interests.

4.

Preparing for entrance into junior wageearning positions.

IN VOCATIONAL CHOOSING
1.

Gaining information about conditions,
opportunities; and requirements for success
in various types of business occupations.

2.

Acquiring information, experiences, and
advice for successful adjustment in

22
wage- earning positions . 21
The Texas State Department of Education recommends that
sp cial ~ttention shou.l d be given to the proper sequence of

commercial courses in order that the student may have ade quate backgr ound grade levels to permit enrollment in the re , ')2

spective sections and courses . ~

The following courses are

recommended to be taught on the ninth and tenth grade levels:
junior business training, occupations, and commercial arithmetic .

It is recommended that commerc.ial geography be taught

during the niI!.th , tenth, or eleventh grade .
writing can be offered on any grade level .

First-year type The following

courses are to be given during the eleventh or twelfth grades:
advertising , bookkeeping, commercial law, cffice practice,
salesmanship, secretarial training, (shorthand and office
practice), second-year typewriting, and first-year stenogra_

•

Second-year bookkeeping and advanced stenography are to be
offered only to students of the twelfth grade .

Boynton in his

work made the following statement in reference to placement of
courses:
Specialization should be postponed in
all fields until grades 11 and 12 . As a
part of specialization, skill training
should be excluded from the program until
the terminal years so that the time spent
on perishables will not be lost . 23
21 Texas State Department of Education, Standards and
Activities of the Division of Su¥ervisions and Accreditation
of school Systems, 1949-1950, Bu letin No . 507, Pp . ?I-72 .
22 Ibid . , P. 72 .
2 3Paul M. Boybton , "Philosophy of Business Education in the
Secondary Schools of Connecticut, Business Education World,
( December, 1949) P . 173 .
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The business education department should use courses
of study and syllabi as tool s to facilitate effective teaching-learning activities rather than to designate uniform ,
limiting offerings .
In order that the teachings of particular
subject matter may be functional , the syllabus
must be based upon an analysis of the activities
of the work being done by employees in that
field .
Many- courses of study and syllabi contain suggested time
schedules for various units or sections .

This is helpful to

inexperienced teachers of the subject who frequently lack
knowledge of the importance of the various units or sections.
Such courses of study usually do not specify the exact time
to be devoted to the various units or sections or the order
in which they .are to be taught .

They simply provide a general

guide for school and the teachers.
Business English is one of the essentials of aey
business training .

Musselman has stated that the.commercial

educators have long been aware of the close relationship
existing between excellence in English and promotional
opportunities in business occupations . 24 Administrators are
responsible for approving business - training curriculum that
have emphasized the importance of English as a core subject.
For this reason 9 leading high schools specializing in commercial training devote considerable time in the ourricul

to

English and to such related subjects as public speaking and
journalism . All teachers of English and shorthand or machine
24 vernon A. Musselman, "Improving the Fundamental Tools,"
American Business Education Yearbook, (1952), Pp. 27 9.

24

transcription are aware of the close relationship existing
between the two fields .
Methods employed in business English vary with the content to be presented .

They combine written work , oral pre-

sentation , class discussion , library research, and the
preparation of special projects such as vocabulary-building
notebooks .

Occasionally business representatives are invited

to give special lectures on topics of general interest to
students in Business Englishf
In considering the place of business English in the comprehensive high-school curriculum, there will arise .the quest ion of whether it should be given in the English department
or in the business education department .

It would seem, at

least from the viewpoint of businessmen, th·1t it would be desirable to have the instruction given in business English
placed under the sponsorship of the business education depart~
ment .

It would be taught, preferably, by a teacher who has

had some actual business experience which entaileq corres pondence . 25
All high-school pupils should have at least one course in
basic business to prepare them for living in the world of
today .

Very few high- school pupils who are not taking busi-

ness courses are receiving any formal preparation for the
business of living .

Freeman has stated that all business

pupils need general training in basic business courses to

25rvon Stringer ,

11 The Teaching of Business ~glish in
Comprehensive High Schools," National Business Education
Quarterlz, (December, 1946), P. 12.

25
suppl ement the spec i al ized vocational skill training in order
to give them the broad general economic background they need
for success
business workers . 26

as

The business education department should have ~dequate
equipment if the work is to be successful,

The Texas State

Department of Education has made the following suggestion regarding equipment ~
I t is recommended that standard library tables
be provided in the place of stationary desks . These
tables should be about six feet long, three feet
wide , and thirty inches high . The height of the
table should vary so as to provide comfortable working p ositions for all individuals . Charis should be
two heights: 19¼ inches and 16¼ inches .
The use of adding and calculating machines is
re commended . If school finances permit , a bookkeeping~p osting machine should also be provided .
The correct working ratio of adding and calculating
machines is about one machine for every ten pupils .
A stop watch for the department is needed .
Fewer than ten typewriters in a 0ommercial department is apt to be a waste of the teacher's time .
The administrator should consider the fact that instructional costs are higher than equipment costs .
It is suggested that a variety of machines be
provided for the business education department .
This is especially true in the case of the small high
school . In the large high school where it is the
pract ic e of teaching first-year typing and secretarial
training in separate rooms , the machines used for
first-year typing can )8 limited to one make . Experience on various machines is imperative to the
finished commercial student . ThisEaID.e principle
should govern the selection of type . Students should
be trained in the use of the elite as well as the
pica type .

Typewrit.er tables or desks should be provided
in three heights: 26", 28", and 30" . Adjustable

26M. Herbert Freeman , "What We Say Compared With What We
Do About Business Education , 11 UBEA Forum , (March, 1950) ,
Pp . 12-14 .
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tables are the most desirable . 27
The use of audio-visual aids should be stressed in the
business education department .

The State Department of

Education states that:
Learning is accelerated, retention is
increased, and understanding is facilitated
through their use . These aids , however,
should supplement good teaching and mus·t;
not be depended pon to do the whole job.
Some common devices which come under the classification
of audio-visual aids are:
1.

Teacher demonstration

2.

Motion pictures and film strips

~.

Opaque projectors and stereoscopes

4.

Field trips

5.

Radio and phonograph

6.

Charts , graphs, and diagrams

? . Pictures and posters 28
The business education department should provide equipment appropriate to the need and should operate under proper
provisions for adequate maintenance.

Maximum efficiency and

service can be fained only if the equipment is properly repaired when the need arises .

The Texas Department of Education

suggests that several simple repair kits be provided to enable
the teacher and the students to make simple repairs. 29
The typewriter is the most common type of instructional
equipment in the business department which requires the

27Texas State Department of Education,~~~-.,..w Patterns In
Business Education for Secondary Schools, 1
, Bulletin-

No . 501,

Pp . 9-10 . 28 Ibid . , Pp • 10-11 •

29~

- , P. 10 .
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largest expenditUJ.>es for maintenance .

This expenditure is

somewhat governed by the number of people who use the typewriter and the age of the machine .

Another factor which

determines the number of times a typewriter needs r epair is
the ratio of beginners to advanced typewriting pupils, as the
former cause more wear and tear on the machines .
The Texas State Department of Education recommend that
typewriters should be overhauled at least once a year . 30
The business education department of a high school should
make provisions for students to have interviews with businessmen .

The interview of the student with the busin ssman can

be very helpful and an effective device in supplementing instruction and making the teaching process more practical .

A

carefully planned student interview should provide the school
with valuable information , bring the school and the businessman closer together, and create more student interest in
subject matter .

The values of student interviews with busi-

nessmen are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing personality
Acquiring up-to-date and practical knowledge
Building confidence in the student
Learning to speak the language of the
businessman

The fourth value is especially important.

Whether we pre-

pare the students directly for bu~iness or whether we prepare
them as teachers of business , not much progress will be made
until business and business education speak the same language.
The business education department should make provisions

30~ . , F. 10.
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for a work- exper '.ence program as a recognized and accredited
part of th~ school.

The school should enable all youth, rc -

gardelss of social , intellectual , or economic status, to secure educat ionally desirable work experience .

"All part -

time and apprenticeship occupational experiences both within
and without the school should be restricted to those kinds
that can be educationally justified . 1131

There are many types

of work experiences which are provided by schools in many
different ways .

Work experience , to be educationally worth-

while, must be done under

P

tual job conditions .

Some of the

more usual types of work experiences in effect are co-operative
programs involving part-time office or store experience under
the joint direction and control of employers and the school .

Some of the business education departments provide work experience fer pupils in general practice by incorporating work
in regular classes when the principal or a teacher requires
assistance .

Because business teachers realize the value of

real work e· erience, they usually take advantage of every
opportunity.to provide this medium and encourage the students
to participate .

This kind of work experienc e probabl y should

precede actual work experience on a business job . 32
When starting a co-operative program in business education ,
·those initiating the plan must give due consideration to a
variety of factors in order to accomplish the desired goal .

It is good practice to make a community survey to determine
3lNational Business Teachers Association, The Principles
..
of Business Education , Eighth Yearbook, Pp . 84-S'5'7
32 Ibid ., P . 183 .

-
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the actual job opportunities and thereby obtain first - hand
knowledge of the pattern of training that should be offered .
Nolan has stat·ed that a definite correlation between
school work and on-the-job experience is imperative and then
proceeded to list the advantages of this work experience to
the trainee and also to the businessmen participating in such
a program .

These advantages are as follows:
Definite Advantages t o ~ Trainee
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

?.

Business contact motivates school
training .
Pupils are motivated to remain in school .
Theory and realism converge for the
pupil .
Work experience stimulates and guides
specific vocational choices.
Assumption of responsibiliTy takes place .
Pre-induction requirements of business
are understood and met by trainees .
Usually , occupational placement is
accomplished for more than half of
the trainees when they are graduated.

Real Advantages !_2.
1.

2.

3.

lli

Businessmen

Business has an opportunity to have a
part in the program of education
that returns mutual benefit to the pupil
trainee and business .
Potential permanent employees are
dlscovered.
The busines~man furnishes a laboratory
for training not possible in the conventional classroom, ther y ~aking a
definite contribut on to vocat1Qnal
trainin of the highest
er . ' '

The committee which conducted the study on the Imperative
~

Number I developed a list of guiding princ iples for work-

experience program .

These included the following:

33a . A, Nolan , "The Business Education Department aka
Provision for Co-ordinated ork Experience," Bulletin of t he
National Association of Secondary School Principals,
(November, 1954), P . ~-

-
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l .

2.

6.

8.

10 .

11 .
12 .

Students
aged in supervised part-time
work shoul d not be required to carry the
usual academic load .
The total school-work pro am must be
consistent with sound heal~h stan ards .
Adolescents need free time in which to
play and rest .
Work experience done outside of school
auspices may be desirable but should be
checked carefully to determine its
educative values .
Every student before graduating from high
school should be required to demonstrate
his efficiency in some kind of work .
Credit toward graduation is granted for
participation in the school-work pro Jram .
The purposes and procedures of the workexperience program are not the sole
responsibility of either the school staff
or the employer , Students and parents
should share in planning all aspects of
the program .
The work program is the responsih lity o~
the. whole school faculty with the coordinator designated to give leadership
and with appropriate staff leaders
providing contact with employers, and
supervising the work experience to the
degree necessary .
Teachers should be kept informed of the
work experience of the students in their
classes in order that they may take
advantage of them to enrich class discussion,
It is the responsibility of school
authorities to differentiate between
social service and work .
A shortage of labor in the community or
a shortage of funos in the home or i
the school a re not sufficient ba ses upon
which to build a work program; net er
is the mere acquisition of work experience
a worthy end in itself .
It is expected that the supervi ed work
experience will effect change in the
school programs.
A community youth council should be
eota lished to b~ co-ordinated with the
various agencies partici~~ting in the
work-experience program • .?'+

¾Robert C. · 1christ and Edith Gillies,
Number I," ~ Forum, (November, 1954) .
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With work

sperience as an integral part of education,

a yvuth haste opportunity to develop confidence in himself
and to be ready to take his place as a contributing citizen
in a democracy .
The business education department should make provisions
in its schedule for field trips .

Through field trips the

student is given a first-hand experience and acquaintance with
the world at work .

Visits to industires, business firms,

wholesale and retail manufacturing establishments, farms ,
large and small as they

ai

available , co-operatively bring

i1to focus for the pupil in his place in the work-a-day- vorld.
Through job surveys pupils secure reliable infornwtion concerning the job opportunities in the community .
A wealth of information may be gained from carefully
planned field trips .

Every community has some field - trip

opportunities to offer for most business classes .

However, a

reap the benefit of this type of visual e.id, it is necessary
to co-ordi Y
.\d.te the trip with the specific ~iii@. :l:@ssons or
problems o A check list to guide the pupils' thinking would
further the educational value of the trip.
check-lis-ts , if they are c

At the same time,

efully formulated ,

may prove

highly beneficial in enabling the pupils to evaluate the
educatlonal

.r" eatures

of field trips.

The business education department sho ld str,s

good work

habits a

an essential for successful occupational life.

Good wor

hab ts should be developed through concomitant and

direct practice learnings in all subjects.

Many employers

32
have criticized graduates of business department because
these young people have not been able to settle down to work
on a productive basis .

Work habits should be developed and

should be put into practice , first of all , in the classroom .
The teacher should set objective standards and help the
student to attain those standards .

Lack of efficient work

habits is one of the serious handicaps of job-seeking youths .
For the business teacher there are three laboratories
which can help to improve the working conditions and aid the
student in creating whol esome work habits .

1.
2.

3.

These are as follows:

Stores and offices in the community .
The policy of keeping the work of the
classroom as nearly like the work of
the store or office as possible , both
from the standpoint of kind of work
and standard of performance .
An office practice laboratory . 35

The school should make provisions for curriculum revision
as conditions are changing .

Conditions are constantly under-

going change, bringing about new needs which must be adequately
met by the public schools .
A functional curriculum is dynamic and
ever-changing . It embraces the entire learning environment of the student and consists
of all of the factors which influence teacherlearning activities . It is not static , but is
continually changing , and varies from p l ace to
pl ace with teacher to teacher in accordance
with the needs and goals of the student to be
served . 36
.
.

Effective business education is b a sed upou vhe practices

35National Business Teachers Association , Effective
Business Education , P . 159 .
36 Toid . , P . 197 ,

-
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of the workers in business .

Since many of the practices

change from time to time, it is of great importance that those
responsible for business education be constantly alert to such
changes and make them in the curriculum accordingly as they
are needed .

Revision of the business curriculum. involves

every teacher in the business education department.

Brown

states that , "Since occupations cannot be designed to fit a
curriculum , it is evident that the curriculum must be designed and kept flexible , changing condition to meet the needs of
the occupation to graduates of a commercial program . 113 7 Thus
the school must keep abreast of changing conditions and needs
in the field of business in order to prepare boys and girls
for filling positions in the working world .
The school should make provisions for a student to transfer without loss of credit from occupational courses at any
time the evidence indicates that he is unfitted for suoh
work as that in which he has been engaging.

Frequently, stu-

dents lose credit for the first semester ' s work unless the
second semester ' s work is completed , also.

Even vocational

schools with their common policy of pupil selection do not
follow this principle in practice .

Norton observPd that:

It is more difficult to transfer within
vocational-industrial schools from course to
course than would seem desirable except in
those schools where the ninth grade tryout
system is practiced . Here transfers are encouraged in order that the pupil may enter
the course which best fits his abilities and

;?G. G. Browne, "Is Business Education eeting Needs of
Business?" Journal£! Business Education, (April, 1956), P. 13.

interests • 38
High-school students are at the age when discovery and
interests are vast ly important .

If the business curriculum

is planned properly, the basic business subjects will be
largely taught on the lower levels and the more highly skilled and more specialized subjects will be taught on the higher
level .

If this plan is followed, the student should have the

privilege of transferring from one oourse to another course
when he discovers that he is unfit for the work for which
has been training.

he

It is educational waste to require a

student ·t;o remain in an introductory shorthand c

ss for a

term , for example, if he and the instructor discover that he
is a misfit .
The business education program shoula make provisions for
the best interests of the individual, as well as of the
society .

This can be done partially through a testing program .

For those students who wish to pursue business training beyond
the initial state, continuous, personal assistance must be
given in helping them to decide upon the beet approach to a
business career .

Attention must be given to personal character-

istics, mental abilities and capacities, mechanioRl powers,
social understanding, occupational aptitudes, and co-operative
attitudes which are fundamental to happiness and success for
each of the major business occupational fields .
Gilchrist and Gillies have stated that tests are given to
discover the student's past experience, needs, interests,

38Thomas

L . Norton, Education !£r Work, Pp. 202- 03.
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and abilities . 39

After tests are checked and ratings record-

ed , personal interviews for the student must be arranged .

At

interview the student ' s predominating interest is discussed
and a course of study and a plan for future education encouraged in the line indicated , be it in trades, industry, or the
professions .

During the series of interviews from six to ten

hours are spent with each student in the analysis
abilities and interests .

o:f

his

A:fter the completion of this study,

his record is filed for future reference .
The Texas State Department of Education states that the
school should operate a counseling service in connection with
the commerical department . 40
Guidance and business education are
inseparable . Guidance involves the problem
of helping the individual student arrive at
a choice which is for him an intelligent one .
In business training there are unnumerable
choices which must be made by the student . 41
The guidance and counseling program should adeq

tely

meet peculiar needs of each individual student , with special
reference to his i~teres~s , aptitudes , abilities , personal qualities , opportunities .
gram requires

A guidance emphasis in an

ducational pro-

special attention to individuals when the find

it necessary to make choices , plans , and adjustments to the
variety of si uations involved in modern life .

Guidance has

come to mean the program which the school has established for

39Gilchrist and Gilles,

Q:e. • Cit., P. 20 .
40Texas State Department of Education , Guidine Patterns in
Business Education for Secondary Schools , 1949-195, BulletinNo •

50! t P • 9.
41 ~

-

. , P . 11 .
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the discovery of individual needs and the plan for meeting
them .

Counseling may be said to refer more specifically to

the face-to-face relationship with students during a personal
interview .
The business educator must make careful a
flicting theory and practice .

lysis of con-

Members of the faculty can con-

tribute ~uch, even though they may not consider themselves to
be especially trained as counselors .

Decisions which are in-

telligently made must be based upon factual information.
Since a major objective of _business education is that of pre paring young men and women for jobs , it is important to know
what the employer needs and how adequately graduates are pre pared to meet. these needs .

The business teacher and the counse-

lor are going to have an understanding of the needs of business
and of industry.

Endicott has outlined the guidance tasks for

the counselor as follows:
1.

2.

The first requisite in guidance and counseling is
an understanding of each individual student.
Guidance and counseling should reach each student
in terms of his particular needs and abilities.

In addition to knowing the student, the teacher

and counselor must know the fields of work for

which the student may be qualified . In order
to keen abreast of this inform tion, it oecomes
necessary for the counselor to make a constant
study of jobs and their requirements.
Because guidance and counseling are needed in all
standards· of living, the teacher and . the counselor
must be more than vocational expert.

In addition to a knowledge of students, jobs, and
life situation generally, the guidance task
requires the skill and ability to teach anJ
counsel . Pftrhaps it :ts more appropriate to say
that teaching and counseling can be classified
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among the fine arts . 42
One of the most promising opportunities for improving guidance in business education is that of designing learning situations and guidance activities that will serve to bring about
the development of appropriate attitudes, appreciations, and
ideals .

Guidance in business education will be improved when

every phase of it is related to an integrated part in the program of the high school as a whole .
The business education department can do much in the field
of personality development .

This importance is emphasized by

an analysis of the suggested departmental outcomes in the Cooperative Study of the Secondary School Standards .

The devel-

opment of an effective personal ity is listed as an outcome of
business departments only .

Certain aspects of personality are

listed as outcomes of certain other departments but personal
development as a whole is specified solely in the business departments .
Moore has summarized some important statement.a relative
to personality in the following statements:
Personality may be defined not as a single
character trait, but as the sum total of all
character traits. As a matter of fact, personality is something that every person possesses .
It is our reaction toward people and things--how
we act when a certain situation arises . There,
actions have a definite influence on the people
ith whom we associate daily .43
Personality can be developed .

42Frank s . Endicott , ~
Education , Pp . 7- 9.

Personality development is

Guidance and Counseling of Business

43 National Business Teachers Association, The Principles£!_

Business Education , Eighth Yearbook,~. 14 .
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a personal matter .

This gives rise to a dispute concerning

the desirability and the effectiveness of the direct method
of development .

The direct method may be carried on through

groups and classes; but some personality relationships can
be handled more effectively as individual matters than in
groups .
Personality , like character , is made up of single elements
that are subject to improvement .

These elements of per sonality

do undergo change , f0r better or for worse .

Some of thGm can

be examined an.d measured, whereas others are difficult to
analyze and describe .
In the study of personality from books and surveys t hat
have been published there can be no doubt that personality
training is an important factor to those who expect to earn
their living in a business office .

At the same time , there is

abundant evidence that desirable personality traits can be
developed .

Ninety per cent of soma 4 , 000 discharged office

clerical 1orkers lost their jobs beca use of undesirable traits .
The Carne gie Foundation has made the statement that technical
training c ntribut s fiften per cent to the succe s of an
individual , whereas personal qualities count for eighty-five
per cent . 44

In order to have a§ ,aessful program of business education,
the Texas State Department of Education suggests that the school
should operate a placement service in connection with the

44Paul

w.

Chapman , Your Personality

!!E. Your .:!.2!?., P . 8 .
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commercial department . 4 5
An ad quate placement service should be maintained by

each school teaching business subjects or, in fact , by
schools in

l

t .

hich any subject of a terminal nature is tau

An efficient p l acement bureau is often a contributing factor

toward causing pupils to remain in school .

Placement is a

matter of matching jobs and youth .
The school should maintain an actual placement service,
and the school placement bureau should co-operate with existing emp l oyment agencies .

The school should also provide direct

service, however, because it needs the benefit that may be derived from close contact with business through the medium of
placement .

Schools providing Yocational preparations for busi-

ness have not fulfilled their complete responsibility to their
pupils ii' they do not follow their students on the job .

It is

the definite responsibility of schools to ascertain whether
the trainees are making satisfactory adjustments and pro

ess

on the job .
Some schools make a follow - up study a yearly activity ,
ethers conduct such studies only once in two years, and still
others use a five year period .

The adv ntages de ived from

such planning will encourage schools to analyze thelr wor
and come to a conclusion as to what appears to be the beat
procedures to follow .

Dame has summarized the purposes of

follow- up program in this manner:

4 5Texas State Department of Education ,
Business Education for Secondary Schools , l"r.-"""""""""'
No . 501, P . 9 .
-

4
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Assisting those prepared in business subjects
to make satisfactory job adjustments .
Furnishing a basis for remedial ork as
carried on in evening or part-time courses .
Furnishin~ a basis for analyzing the need for
courses that lead to a job promotion and the
development of inservice courses of this type .
Serving as a background in determining
desirable types of training .
Helping to determine the degree to which the
vocational business-training program is
either strong or weak in meeting the needs of
the community .
Assembling information about possible jobs as
well as success and failure in jobs .46

The business education department should make provisions
for the organization of a business club for the business
students .

The value of youth organizat ions is indicated in

the following excerpt from an editorfal:
Young .Americans need and want opportunit;ies
to participate in youth organizations that will
prepare them effectively to assume adult responsibilities in adult organizations . Reading
about educational , political , social , civic ,
and labor organization will not prepare them
adequately for educational participation . They
need to learn about the ways of operating an
organization , the ways of preventing minority
controls , the ways of bringing bout desirable
social , political and economic changes through
rganizations . Bu~3ines teachers have at their
comm.an{ , o
"liz
:>n o.r busine~:;s students
known ~ he
vure Business Leaders of America,
which will serve as the means of givlng young
people who plan to enter the business world an
opportunity to learn about organizations and
the way they work .47
The te chers of business education dep

tments

hould

make provisions. in their work for the developmdnt of the
democratic spirit in their classes . Much of this can be done
46National Business Teachers Association , ~
Principles
of Business Education , Eighth Yearbook , P . 125 .
4?
c·t ., P • 6-·? •
D
• ..,.1;_
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through committee work .

The importance of oomnittees work

is as follows :
Let such teachers be assured: If student
interest is real and if each committee feels
responsibl e for teaching other members of the
class , it is likely that every member of the
class will learn more rather than fewer
"factsJ' But even if the teacher is devoted
to the teaching of "facts," he will find the
student committees , functioning properly,
will teach more "facts" than the average
student will master under formal teaching
procedures .
Experience has shown that students usually work harder,
learn more, and have more fun when they have a share in choosing and planning the work to be done when t hey are e courag d
work together .

Informal discussions between teache

11

•. dividual students are often sufficient to help them t
re a l~ze that they , as well as other class members, hav

butions to make .

Growth , not perfection, should be

~ontri-

tre sed .

R) ognition of personal weaknesses by individual st dents ,
followed at frequent intervals by evaluations of their

rm

progress , will produce satisfaction and the desire for continued
growth .

SUMMARY

In summarizing this chapter, the writer found that the
Texas Department of Education and other investigators recommend the following standards and principles in evaluating a
business program in the Class A high to the AAA high school:
1.

2.

B.

10.
11 .

12 .

Consumer education , which is a training for
social-economic efficiency, should have a
place in the business- education pro am .
In carrying out a program in any educational
field , the employment of qualified instructors
should be given serious consideration .
The school should request teachers in the
business department to engage in the in-service
training in the field of business. so that they
may be ome better acquainted with present-day
needs and requirements in relation to employees
in that field .
Business teachers should have actual experience
in the fie l d of business .
The school should provide time in the businesseducation program for teachers to have personal
interviews with businessmen of the community .
The public secondary school should attempt to
equip its graduate with skills , general education,
background, and certain personal qualities which
qualliy them to succeed on beginning an office
job .
Business teachers are urged to take a greater
part in the business life of the community .
The Texas State Department of Education recommends
that special attention should be given to the
proper sequence of commercial courses .
The business education department should use
courses of study and syllabi as tools to facilitate
effective teaching-learning activities rather than
as a means of designating uniform and limited
offerings .
Business English is one of the essentials of aDJ'
business training .
All high-school pupils should have at least one
course in general or basic business to prepare
them for living in the world of business • .
The business education department should have
adequqte equipment f the work is to be
successful .
The use of audio- visual aids should be stre ed
in the business department .
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The business education department should provide
equipment appropriate to the needs , and all such
equipment should be adequqtely maintained .
The business education department should make
provisions for students to have interviews
with businessmen .
16. The business education department should make
provisions for work- experience program as
recognized and accredited part of the school
offerings.
17. The business education department should make
provisions in its schedule for f-ield trips .
18. The business education department should stress
good work habits as an essential for successful
occupational life .
19. The school should make provisions for curricular
revisions as conditions change .
20 . The school should make provisions for a student
to transfer without loss of credit from
occupational courses at a~y time the evidence
indicates that he is unfitted for such work .
21 . The business education department can do much
through ..1 testing program .
22 . A guidance and counseling program aids in meeting
the peculiar needs of individual students.
23 . The business education department can do much in
personality development .
24 . In order to ha ve a successful program of business
education • the Texas State Department of Education
recommends that the school should operate a placement service in connect•ion with the commercial
department •
25 . The school should have some type of follow- up
program for its students .
26 . Especially by means of committee work, teachers o~
business education shoul make provisions for
the development of the demucratic spirit of their
classes .
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CHAPrER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA REGARDING THE BUSINESS
EDUCATION PROGRAM OF THE
EIGHT NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS OF
DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

The high schools to be studied were divided into three
groups: Group I, schools with an enrollment of fewer than
three hundred pupils; Group II , schools with an enrollment
bet i1:,~n t hree

1dred and five hundred pupils; Group III,

schools with an enrollment over : i ve hundred pupils .

The

schools in Group I were as follows: George Washington Carver ,
Garland; George Washington Carver , Seagoville; and Pierce
High , Hutchins .

The schools in Group II were: Hamil ton Park

and Dalworth Park of Grand Prairie.

The schools in Group III

were: Booker T . Washington , Lincoln High School and Jam.es
Madison of Dallas .
In this chapter the data which were obtained from
business people , graduates from the high schools within the
county and the various schools will be presented partially in
tabular form and partially in summary form .

The discussion

will be an analysis designed to point out the adeguacies and
the inadequacies of the program in business educa·i;tun compared to standards and criteria presented by the T~xas State
Department of Education and other groups and the individuals
interested in the development of business education in high
schools.
The program stresses the importance of consumer education
not only for the person

ho intends to be a consumer of the
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goods and of the services provided by business but also for
the indivi.dual who intends to participate in producing the

Of the eight schools reporting, only

goods and services .

12 . 50 of the teachers reported that they stressed the importance <;xr co sumer education; and c onsumer education is a
training for social-economic efficiency of individuals in
present-day~ ~· ty .

This type of basic education should

develop each student with a social intelligence in relati on to
economic proble~s .
In carrying out a program in aey educational f j_eld , the

employment of qualified instructors is very e~sential .

All of

the ·teachers reported that they had received training in business educa'l'Jion .

T ble

:r shows that in Group

I, 62 . 50 per cent

of the teachers had between thirty .and thirty-six semester
hours of pre-training in their teaching fields; 12 . 50 percent
of the instructors reported between thirty- seven and fortytwo semester hours of training; 12 . 50 per cent of ·!:;he teachers
reported between forty-eight and sixty semester hours of trainin; whereas 12 • .50 per cent of the teachers reported more than

Group II the amount of pre- t

i

ng i

In

ducation .

sixty semester hours of training in buaine

lower than Group I

9

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO THEIR
PRE- TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF

BUSINESS EDUCATION

Semester Hours of
Training

EACHERS

GROUP I

No .
.Le sts tp,an 30

50

0

././

36 to 1.:,r;
48 to 60
Over 60

1
l
1

Percent

.

12 . 50
12.50
l . 50
1 .• 50

GROUP

·r

No . Percent
4

2
1

2

GROUP III
No. Percent

22 . 22

5

12 . 50
62 . 50

11 . 11

2

5.00

44 .44

22 . 22

l
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or the table shows that 44 .44 per cent of the teachers had
less than thirty semester hours of training in their field .
The table also reveals that teachers in Group III schools
have approximately the same training as those of Group I
schools .
I t is a ·..- co :a.ized fact that no teacher in the modern life
of rapid change

can be educated as a young person for a life-

time of effic..:..e

teaching service.

He needs periodically to

renew h:1...:1 professional preparation through various kinds of
refresher courses .

Of the eight teachers reporting in Group I

schools, 12 . 50 per cent reported eighteen semester hours of
in-service training and 25 . 00 per cent of th6 teachers in
this group reported three semester hours of in-service training .

None of the teachers in Group II reported any in-service

training, whereas 12 . 50 per cent of those in Group III reported eighteen semester hours of in- service training in the field
of business education .
Much in-service training can be supplemented by membership in organized professional groups .

Tab e II reveals that

the teachers of these high sch ols were one hundred per cent
in participation in the Texas St; te Teachers Association.
As many as 37 . 50 per cent of the teachers in Groups I and III
were members of the National Education Associatin,
44 .44 per cent of those in Group II were member
organization .

Membership in the United Business

Association and Pi Omega Pi was not
for the ot· er

oO

hereas

of this
ducation

lru: e as that reported

rofessional organizations.

However. 37.50

er
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cent of the teachers in Group I were members of the United
Business Education Association, whereas 25.00 per cent of
those in Group III claimed membership.

Only one teacher in

each of the three groups was a member of Pi Omega Pi.
TABLE II
TEACHERS WHO WERE MEdBERS OF PROFESSIONAL
GROUPS AND THE NAMES OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
TO WHICH THEY BELONGED

TEACHERS

Professional
Organizations

No.

GROUP I
Percent

GROUP II
No .

Percent

GROUP III
No . Percent

Texas State
Teachers
Association

8

100.00

9

100.00

8

100 . 00

National
Education
Association

3

37 . 50

4

44.44

3

37 .50

1

11 . 11

2

1

11.11

1

United
Business
Education
Association
Pi Omega Pi

1

12.s,o

12.50

Continuous training can be accomplished by the reading
of current literature in the professional field.

Table III

reveals the number of teachers who read professional magazin a
on current problems in their teaching field.

Table III

lso

indicates that many of the teachers were adequqtely providing
themselves with current literature pertaining to th ir
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professional fie l d .

The teachers of Groups I I and I I I

ere

one hundred per cent in their reading o f ~ Balance Sheet;
whereas 8? . 50 p~r cent of the teachers in Group I read this
magazine .

Over fifty per cent of a l l of the business teachers

making responses to the questionnaires read Business Education
and~ Business Teacher . The percentage of business teachers
reading other professional magazines was somewhat lo1er , although the per cent age in each instance appeared to be rather
adequate and pe1·haps above the average of profession,e.l reading
done by teachers .
The Texas State Department recommends that practic a l work
experience be required of teachers in the business education
field .

Table IV indicates that the teachers included in this

study fell short of meeting this recommendation .
five teachers had work experi eno

In Group I

in the business world .

Of

the teachers reporting from this group , 37 . 5 per cent reported
one yea:r of work experience; 12 . 5 per cent of the teachers
reported three years of work experience1 and 12 , 5 per cent
reported six years of vork experience .

This table also re -

veals that six of the teach rs in Group I I and six of the
teache r s in Group III had one , two , three , five - or six years
of work experience .

In Group III one t acher reported

one , three, £our , and six years, whereas two tea~hers each
had five years of experience as workers in the busin ss

orld .

Hence , the percentage for the number of years of experience
in business did not vary greatly in Groups II and III .
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TABLE III
NUMBER OF TEACHERS WITH VARIOUS YEARS
OF ACTUAL USINESS EXPERIENCE
TEACHERS

Number of Years of
Experience
GROUP I
No . Percent
1

3

37 .50

2

3

1

12 .50

No .

GROUP I I
Percent

l

1 . 11

1

11 . 11

2

22 . 22

4

5
6

1

12. 50

GROUP III
No . Percent

. 50

1

1

l

1~ . 50

1

12 . 50

1

11.11

2

25 . 0

l

11.11

1

12 . 50

Time should be provided by the schools to enable teachers

in business education to have personal interviews with basinessmen of the community .
ficial factors .

These interviews can reveal meny bene-

In Group I only 12 . 50 per cent of the schools

metthis provision; 22 . 22 per cent of the schools in Group II
met this provision; and 28 . 57 per cent of the schools in Group
III met the provision .

TABLE IV & V
EMPLOYERS REPORTS ON THE PE CENTAGE
OF STUDENTS WHO NEED ORE BUSINE STRAINING I
V.ARIOUS SKILLS AND TECHNI UES AND TRAITS
Skills and Techniques
Written English
Penmanship
Spoken nglish
Knowledg of Simple
Arithm tic
Bookkeeping
Accurate typing
Spelling
Shorthand efficiency

Percentage of
Bo;y:s
30
44

Pere
Gi 1

35
25

39

25

25
47

60

50
52

75

50

;5

45
25

e of

50
The teacher can discover the inadequqcy of her work by noting
skills and techniques developed by her students.

Table V presents

reports made by businessmen on some of the skills and techniques
which should be developed in the business e ucation departments
of high schools.

Forty businessmen were interviewed.

TABLE V - (Continued)
Traits

Percentage of
Boys

Initiative
Attention to det" ils
Ability to meet p ople
Tactfulness
Common sense
Judgement
Dependability
Neatness
Honesty
Loyalty
Getting along with the public

58
50

25

48

30
30
26

23
12

19
15

Percentage of
Girls

58
45
35
31
45
36
33

13

12

26

19

The fact that so many of the percentages are so high implies
that young people graduate from high school with adequate preparation to assume positions of responsibility in the business
world .

This is essential in carrying on efficient work .

The

above tabulation reveals many inadequacies that should be
corrected.
Table VI gives the total enrollment of both boys and girls
for each school in Groups I, II and III for the first a master
in 1958-1959.

One school in Group I show d a greater enroll-

ment in business courses than the total enrollment cf the
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.A STUDY TO DETERM

THE

ADEQUACY OF THE BU INESS DEPARTMENTS
NEGRO HIGH SCHOO

OF DALLAS

COUNTY
TABLE VI
(Total Enrollm~ t of Business Education
Students Com1 red to Total Enrollment
of Schoo
in Group)

Total
Enrollment

GROUPS
:: :

GROUP I

Boys - Girls

91

88
56

28
62

170
170
165

165
166
150

25

760
672
769

766
801

39

GROUP II

GROUP

III

Business
Education
Enroll""ent
:Bo;vs-Gir!s

students in high school.

756
This

Percent
of Total

Enrollment Taking
Businesa Ed cation

38
51

71

52

103

36

85

304
280

462

434
251
7

48.04
118.94
28 . 65
47.31
38 .41
50 .11
52 -56
4-1 . 25

ituation p1:ob• bly was the

sult of a limited number of courses

ffered and of the f c

that some of the students enrolled for more than on

co

s

in the bu iness d partment, and of course, the smallest group
repres nted 48 . 04 per cent of the total enrollment of th
s

1001 .

high

One of the schools of this group did not ~upply

enough information to make

ossible calculation of percenta e

for any of the tables.
Group II presents in.formation similar to that included
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in Group I except that the information tabulat din Group II
is that relating to the high schools in Group II of this
study .

The largest percentage of students enrolled in busi-

ness education in any one school was 4? . 91 per cent of the
total number enrolled in the high school, whereas the smallest
percentage of students enrnlled in business education in arry
school in Group II was 28 . 65 per cent of the total school enrollment .

All of the high schools in this group, with the

exception of one indicated that larger percentages of the total
number of girls enrolled in the school were studying courses in
the business education department than was true of the boys .

In oth~r words , girls appeared to be more interested in business courses than were the boys in this particular group of
high schools .
Group III reveals information similar to that contained
in the two preceding groups .

This group shows very little

variation from the other two groups

v,,.

';h small

The percentage of girls takin~ business education
what larger than the percentage of

nrollments .
as som -

oys in the same gro p

schools who were enrolled in courses in business education.
Table VII presents the distribution of the students
a ccording to courses offered in schools of Groups I, II and
III , showiag the number of students enrolled in each of the
courses .

Of the eight schools which reported, all taught

bo kkeeping and typing; one school reported that shorthand
and bookkeeping were taught in alternate years .
schools except one offered shorthand .

All of the

Business arithmetic

f
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was offered by all of the high schools; and out of the eight
schools reporting not one offered distributive education,
three high schools offered a course in journalism, and one
high school made available a course in economics but no one
was enrolled in the course .
The schools studied offered various courses and required
various skills in their business education departments.

Of

the eight schools reporting; 62.50 per cent of the high schools
required the attaiil!Jlent of thirty-three words per minute as
the standard in the course in first year typewriting; 25.00
r cent required thirty-five words per minute and 12 . 50 per
cent required fo ty words per minute .

The required skills

were not quite so high in second-year typewriting, as seventyfive per cent required fifty words per minute and twenty-five
per cent required the attainment of a speed of sixty words
per minute .
Seven schools reported that shorthand was taught in their
schools .

Of this number, 14.29

er cent required their pupils

to able to take sixty words per minute from dictation ,
whereas 85 . 71 per cent of t,e school

r quired the abilit

o

minute in shorthand from

write eighty words or mor
dictation .

From the que tionnaires sent to the grad
adequacies were revealed.

Ther

ere forty

interviewed or who replied to the questionna·

tes many intud nt
s

Table VIII indicates the percentages of stud nts

ho were

ent to them .
ho sad

that they had had adequate training or inade uate in th

TABLE
DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS
IN COURSES IN BUSINESS
THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF

GROUPS

Bookkeeping

Typing
'l

GROUJ? I
GROUP II

GROUP III

COURSES
Typing
Shorthand Business
II
I & II
Arithmetic

15

12
20

30

12
29

18
22
12

27
30
26

22
27
28

25
22

12
32
30

2:,,
25

34
66
?8

32
60
61

23
21
25

25
21
28

20

~8

GROUPS

VII
ACCORDING TO ENRO
EDUCATION OFFERED I
GROUPS I, II & III

Junior
Business

Secretarial
Training

GROUP I

32
23

C.OURSES
Business Economics Distrib- JourLaw
utive
nalEducation ism

6

GROUP II

5
19
2

GROUP III

23

27
17
14

15

1 · sted phases of business educ a ion .

72
99

30
Kore sch.oo

needed in filing procedures, as Table VIII reve
quacy in this training.

68

28

t

ining was

sen _nade-

Twenty per cent of gradu teer

orted

TABLE
DI STRIBUTION OF STUDENTS
IN COURSES IN BUSINESS
THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF

VII
ACCORD! G TO NRO
NT
EDUCATION OFFERED IN
GROUPS I , II & III
COURSES
Typing
Shorthand Business
II
I & II
Arithmetic

GBOUPS

Bookkeeping

Typing
1:

GROUP I

12
20

20
30

12
29

GROUP II

18
22
12

27
30
26

22
27
28

22

2:J

34
66

32

23
21

25
21

25

2

GROUP III

25
28

GROUPo

Junior
Bu"'iness

78

Secretarial
Training

GROUP I

60
61

15

32
23
12

25

32
30

COURSES
Business Economics Distrib- JourLa
utive
nalEducation ism

6

GROUP II

5
19
2

GROUP III

14

1 sted pha

68
?2

23

2?

17

28

15

99

30

s of busin ss educ

needed in filing proced_u re , a
quacy in this trainin •

Table VIII rev

T enty per cent of gradu t

an

der ported
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TABLE VIII
REPLIES OF GRADUATES REVEALING THE PERCENTAGE
OF ADEQUATE OR INADEQU~E TRAINING RECEIVED
IN HIGH SCHOOL IN VARIOUS PHASES OF
BUSINESS EDUCATIO

Phases of Business
Education

Organization of Busine~s
Alphabetical Filing
Number. Filing
Subject Filing
Geogra.!)hic Filing
Letter Writing

Per cent of
Adequate
Training

Per cent of
In. dequate
Training

80

20

50

50

25

50
50

75

20
50

80

Machine Usage
Adding Machines
Mimeograph
Other Duplicators
Typewriters

60
50

40

Banking
Savings
Loans
Interest

50

Business Reference Books
Dictionary
Business English Books
Dunn and Bradstreet

75
90

,.. ')

;,O
95

jobs

Holding a job
Neatness
Punctiuality
Reliability
Pride in a well-done job
Loyalty to employer
Honesty
Courtesy
Care of property
Tactfulness with public

50
25
10
50

50
50

5

75

25

25
?5

85

15

50

50

90
95

10

Employment
Requirements for different
Char.n.els through which
employees are recruited

50

90
95

5
10
5

100
90
100
100
90

10

95

5

10
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that their training in mailing procedures was adequate .

The

training in banking and letter writing was meeting fifty per
cent of the graduates' needs .

The training in typewrlting

was the most adequate of the skills required.
The Texas State Department of Education recommends that
special attention should be given to the proper sequence of
commercial courses.
Table IX reveals the placement of courses in the schools.
Group I placement is revealed on the basis of years or g rades.
All the schools of this group reported the offering of bookkeeping in either the eleventh or twelfth grade.

The state

curriculum committee has recommended that first-year typewriting should be made available to students of any grade
level .

No school in this group met this requirement.

All

schools in this group offered typewriting to students in the
tenth, eleventh , and twelfth grades .

Junior business was

offered as a course in only fifty per cent of the schools, in
this group.

Shorthand was not offered until the tw lfth-

grade level in one of the schools of Group I .
Similar information was recorded for high schools with
enrollments ranging between three hundred and five hundred
pupils .

Course offerings are somewhat similar, and grade

placement of business courses appears to be on a more or less
arbitrary and inadequate basis, as indicated in Group II .
The Texas State Department of Education has recommended that
typewriting (first-year) be offered on any grade 1 vel.
one school in this group offered typewriting in th

ninth

Only

5?

TABLE IX
GRADE PLACEMENT OF COURSES IN THE
BUSINESS CURRICULUM IN
HIGH SCHOOLS OF GROUPS I, II & III

GROUPS

Bookkee12ing

GROUP I

11
12

10-11
12

11-12
10-11
11-12

11-12
10-12
9-12

GROUP III 10-12
11-12
10-12

9-12
10-12
10-12

GROUP II

GROUPS

Secretarial
Training

GROUP I

12

GROUP I I

12
12

GROUP III

12
12
12

grade .

Business
Arithmetic

Business

Law

12

COURSES
Junior
Typing Typing ShortBusiness
I
hand
II
GRADE PL CEMENT
10-11

10-11
9-10
10-12

10
10

11-12
11-12

12
11-12

10-12
10-12
9-12

11-12
11-12
10-12

11-12
12
12

11-12
11-12
10-12

10-12
10-12
10-12

10-12
10-12
10-12

COURSES
Economics Journalism

Distributive
Education

-

12
12
12

10-12
11-12
11-12

Shorthand and bookkeeping should be given to the eleventh

and twelfth grad

students .

The schools

ere inade u t

in the
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offering of these courses, as two schools offered bookkeeping
only to their twelfth-grade pupils .

The other courses included

in the business curriculum. were placed according to the recommendation of the Texa s State Department of Education .
Group III indicates the grade placement of the courses in
business eduoatrion in the high schools with an enrollment of
more than five hundred students .

The largest number of business

courses taught in any on~ school was nine .

The grade placement

of the courses in this school were according to the recommendations of the Texas State Department of Education, except the
first year typewriting was not offered on the ninth- grade level .
The other two schools also followed the recommendations of the
State Department in regard to grade placement more clos ely than
did a.n:y other schools in the groups .
The smallest number of business courses taught in any
school was five; there was one school with this number of courses ,
These grade placements were somewhat inadequate, accordi n · to
recommendations of the Texas State Department of Education .
Information wa s sought as to the number of schools in the
groups which use courses of study and syllabi as tools to
facilitate teaching-learning activities .

Table X indicates that

only 37 .50 per cent of Group I, 66 . 67 per cent of Group II, a nd
?1.45 per cent of Group III high schools make use of sy llabi
and courses of study as tools to facilit ate effectiv

teaching-

learning activities rather than as a manner of obtaining uniform
limited offerings .
Business English wa s not listed as a separate course by
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TABLE X
USE OF TOOLS, SUCH AS SYLLABI AND COURSES OP
STUDY, TO FACILITATE TEACHIN -LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Not In Use

In Use

SCHOOLS

Per Cent

Number

Per Cent

Number

GROUP I

3

37.50

5

62 . 50

GROUP II

6

66.67

3

GROUP III

5

71.43

2

33 . 33
28 . 57

any of the high schools included in the study, although this

course is recognized as of great importance in the field of
business .

The employers reporting on students who have come to

their employment immediately following their graduation from
high school report that fifty per cent of the boys and thirtyfive per cent of the girls have poorly written English and poorly spoken English.

They also report poor spelling for twenty-

five per cent of the girls and thirty-five per cent of the boys .

It is recommended that all high-school pupils should have
at least one course in basic business; but no high school reported a course in basic business in its curriculum.

In Group

I fifty per cent of the teachers reported junior business training was being taught in their schools.

In Group II forty-five

per cent of the schooli.: Ylere teaching junior business training
and seventy-five per cent of the schools in Gro

III .r eported

that junior business training was in their curricul
criterion is met to some extent by fifty per cent of

•

T 1s
chool ,

0

TABLE XI
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS USI GD 'FERENT MAKES
OF TYPEWRI TERS

SCHOOLS

Number of Schools Using Diff rent Makes
One Make
Two
Thr e Makes
Number - Per Gem;
Number
Number-Per Cent

GROUP I

l

33 . 33

1

1

33.33

GROUP II

0

00 . 00

l

2

66 .66

GROUP III

0

00 . 00

1

2

66 . 66

studied .
To make a program successful it is essential th~t there be
adequate equipment and that the equipment be ad quately maintained .

The Texas State Department of Education recommends that

a variety of machines be provided .

This criterion was being met

by most of the schools studied .
Table XI shows that less than forty per cent of all of the
high schools used only one make or typewriters .

In Group I,

33 . 33 per cent used two makes of typewriters and 33.33 use three
makes of typewriters, in the business department .

In Group II,

33 . 33 per cent used two makes of typewriters and 66 . 66 per cent
used three makes of typewriters .

In Group III, 33 . 3~ per cent

used two makes of typewriters in the business d partment; whereas
66 . 66 per cent used thr e makes of typewriter.
Table XII indicates the number of high schools which provided various office machines, excluding typewriters .
All of the high schools had as

aey as three d fferent typ s

of machines that are commonly found in business o!fic s.

In
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TABLE XII
NUMBER OF BCHOOLS RICH HAVE V IOUS
OFFICE ~IACHIN~S AVAILABLE

GROUP I

MACHINES

Number-Per Cent
Adding machines

2

GROUP III

GROUP II

Number-Per Cent Number-Per Ce

100

3

100

100

8

Electric
calculators

1

Crank
calculators

1

Mimeoscope

4

100

5

100
100

Liquid
duplicator

2

100

3

Mimeograph

2

100

2

3

1

2

Comptometer

100

Group I , 100 . 00 per cent of the schools had adding machines; also
all of the schools in Group I had liquid duplicators and mimeograph machines .

In Group II there was somewhat of a variation in

the types of office machines available .

All of the schools had

adding machines; only 33 .33 per cent of the schools had crank
calculators and comptometers; all of this group al o o ned liquid
duplicators and mimeograph machines .

In Group III then

b

r of

high schools having various types of equipment was larger , as
100.00 per cent of the schools in this group had addin

mimeoscopes , liquid duplicators , andmlmeographs; 7

.o per

chines,
cent

had comptometers; and 12 . 5 per cent of the schools had electric
calculators .
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The Texas State Department of Education recommends that
provision should be made for adequate maintenance of the equipment in the business department of the school .

The schools in

Group I reported 88 .89 per cent on adequate maintenance~
Practice s in connection with maintenance of equipment appear ed to be adequate , but most of the high schools reported an inadequate s•pply of materials .

An inadequacy of supplies needed

in business education departments was reported one hundred per

cent of the high schools of Group I; 66 .66 per cent of the schools
in Group II made similar reports; and 33 . 33 per cent of the

schools in Group III likewise indicated that needed materials
were not supplied in adequate quantity .
The Texas State Department of Education stresses the use of
audio-visual aids in the business education department or the
public high school.

'le

III indic ate s that not all of the

high schools in the study were making use of films in their business teaching .

In sach of the three groups, over fifty per cent,

however, were making use of this facility.

The table reveals

that films related to arzy course can be obtained for instructional use .

Students should be given time to conduct interview

with

businessmen, for the businessmen can be highly ef ective persons
in supplementing instruction and rendering the~@
cesses more practical .

h ng pro-

The schools studied were some hat ine.d~-

quate in this provision, as only 33 . 33 per cent of the schools
in Group I, 33 .33 per cent of those in Group II, ad 66.66 per
cent of those in III m~d

provisions in their busine s -
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TABLE XIII
NUMBER OF FILMS SHOWN PER SEMEcTER IN
BUSINESS COURSES

GROUP

SCHOOLS
Number-Per Cent

Junior
Business
Train-

Number of Films Used in Courses_
Distribu- Typ- Typ- Book- Shorttive
ing ing keep- hand
ing
Education
II
I

I

2

66.66

0

7

3

7

3

II

3

100 . 00

6

12

10

?

8

III

3

100.00

10

6

5

6

9

education programs {or such interviews.

It is recommended that the business education departments
make provision for a work-experience program as a recognized and
accredited part of the curriculum. .

The schools studied made in-

adequate provisions for this recommendation for only 33.33 per
cent of the schools in Group III made provisions for work-experience training .

The schools in the other two groups did not

make arry provisions for such practical training .
The bus1µess education department should make provision in
its schedule for field trips for the purpose of
community business operations .

tudying

Table XIV show the number of high

schools included in this study which reported that fed trips
were made in connection with their curriculum in busine a
education .

There were two schools in Group I that made field

trips and each of these two schools sponsored four such experiences in the bookkeeping course.

Two schools mado field

TABLE XIV
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN EACH GROUP MAKING
FIELD TRIPS IN VARIOUS BUSINESS
EDUCATION COURSES
No . of
Schools

GROUP

Number of Field Trips Made in Course
Bookkeeping

Typ- Typ- Shorting ing hand
I

II

I

2

4

2

1

1

II

3

1

2

2

1

III

3

3

l

3

2

Junior
Bueiness

Distributive
Educa tion

trips for the purpose of studying the value of first-year typewriting, and one school made field trips in shorthand and the second
year typewriting .
trips .

The three high schools in Group II made field

Two schools spon~ored such trips in typewriting, and one

trip each was made in bookkeeping and shorthand .
three schools sponsored field trips .

In Group III

Each of the schools which

made field trips conducted a trip in bookkeeping .

Two schools

conducted trips in shorthand , and also one school sponsored a
field trip in first-year typewriting.

All of the

chools

ponsor-

ed trips in second-year typewriting .
All of the schools report ed that they stress d goo

ork

habits, but not all of the schools made provisions to alter the
curriculU!Il in order to keep pace with changin

conditio ~ .

Group I not one of the schools reported that ch nces

er

In
made

to meet the needs of the community; and 33 , 33 per c nt of th
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schools repo.rt .. 1 that changes were made to meet the needs of
the community, in Group II, 33 . 33 per cent reported that changes
were made to meet the needs of the community; and 66 . 66 per cent
of the school s in Group I II made provisions to take care of the
changing conditions and needs of the loc 1 comm.unity .

It is recommended that schools should make provision for a
student to transfer from occupational courses if he finds himself unsuited for such work .

Of the schools reporting in Group

I and Group III , forty per cent of the schools permitted their

students to transfer without loss of credit at the end of the
semester .

In Group II , all the schools permitted their students

to make a transfer without l oss of credit at the end of the
semester; and they also permitted .the student to make a chang
during t.he first two weeks of a semester .
The business educaticn program should make provision for the

best interests of the individual .

This goal can be attained

partially by means of a testing program.

The schools studied

are inadequate in making provisions for the
criterion .

ttainm nt of this

None of the schools in Group I made use of a testing

program in order to determine the interests of the individual
student .

There was one school in each of the other tio groups

which used the Kuder Preference~ for- determinin

the intere ts

of the students .
The Texas State Department of Education reco

e

that the

school should provide a counseling service in connection
the commercial department .
Table XV indicates that all schools studied did so e

ith
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TABLE r-1
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS THAT PROVID 'D FUR GUID.ANCE
AND COUNSELING IN THEIR BU6INE8o EDUCATION
AND Tfu1 AMOUNTS OF TIME DBVOri!iD

TO GUIDANCE

SCHOOL
GROUP

Type of Guidance
Group

Indivi- I ndividual
dual
and
Group

Time Devoted to G idance and
Counseling
One
One
No
One
Hour
Hou1.' Hour
Dea
a
finite a
Week Month Semester
Time

I

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

II

3

3

0

0

l

2

0

III

1

2

3

3

guidance and counseling in their commercial classes.

Five of the

schools did their guidance work strictly in groups; seven of the
sch ols reported using the group and the individual method of
counseling .

The eight schools reported on time spent for counsel-,

ing in ·the following procedure: five schools reported no definite

time spent in this type of work , wherea

thr e teachers reported

one hour each week as the time spent counseling.

Three teachers

reported using about one hour each month as a counseling period .
Table XVI shows that re~sonality development is stressed by
the business education department of all schools studied .

The

schools in Group I did not make use of personal ity test •

In

Group II . 33 . 33 per cent of the schools mad
tes~s .

use of

The table also indicates tat all .of the school

Group III m de use of tests in their progrtllll for the
of perso

lity .

in

ev lop ent
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TABLE XV
Ntll{BER OF SCHOOL& THAT PROVID 'D F H GUID
AND COUNSELING IN THEI

DT

CE

BU INES.., EDUCATION

OUNTS OF TIME D VOI'.t!iD
TO GUIDANCE

SCHOOL
GROUP

Type of Guidance

Group

Indivi- Individual
dual
and
Group

Time Devoted to G idance and
Counseling
One
One
No
One
Hour
Hou.'t' Hour
Dea
a
finite a
Week Month SemestP.r
Time

I

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

II

3

3

0

0

1

2

0

III

1

2

3

3

guidance and counseling in their commercial classes.

Five of the

schools did their guidance work strictly in groups; seven of the
sch ols reported using the group and the individual method of
counse ing .

The eight schools reported on time spent for counsel-·

ing in ·the folloiing proc dure: five schools r ported no definite

time spent in this type of work , whereas tlu.• e teachers reported
one hour each week as the time spent counseling.
reporte

using about one hour each month as

Table XVI

hows that

r

~

counseling period .

onality developm nt is stre3sed by

the business education d part ent of all
n Group I did not m ke use o

school

Three teachers

chool

s udie •

person 11ty te t

Group II , 33 . 33 per cent of the schools mad

us

tes~s .

the school

Group

The table also indicates tat all o
II m e use o

of per o

lity .

The

In
lity

•

o

tests in their progrwn for th

e

in
lop

nt
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TABLE XVI
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS STRESSING PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
AND NUMBER OF SCHOOLS USING PERSONALITY TESTS
Stress Personality

SCHOOLS

Number

Use Personality Tests

Per Cent

Per Cent

Number

GROUP I

2

100. 00

0

0

GROUP II

3

100 . 00

1

33 . 33

GROUP III

3

100.00

3

100.00

The Texas State Department of Education suggests that the
school should operate a placement service in connection with the
commercial department .
Table XVII shows that the schools of Dallas county were inadequate in making provisions for placement services .

No school

in Group I made any provisions and this school made no report of
students being placed through this service.

Group III reported

three schools making use of the placement service .

Two schools

reported placing between five and ten per cent of their graduates,
and one school between fifteen and twenty per cent of its business department students were placed through the service .
It is recommended that the schools should have some type of
follow-up program of its graduates.

This is important ~or all

students, not only those graduating from the business dep rtQent.
Table XVIII shows that none of the schools in Group I used
an annual follow-up program.

The percentage was somewhat higher

in Group II, for only 33.33 per cent of the schools· used a
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TABLE XVII
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS THAT PROVIDED PLACEMENT SERVICE
FOR GRADUATES AND THE PERCENTAG.l!.: OF STUDENTS
EMPLOYED THROUGH THIS SERVICE

SCHOOLS

5 - 10% of Students Placed

20 - ;.,0% of Students
,fJ;aQ~g

Number

Per Cent

GROUP I

0

0

0

0

GROUP II

1

33.33

0

0

GROUP III

2

66 . 66

l

Per Cent

Num

33 .33

TABLE XVIII
SCHOOLS WHICH MAKE A FOLLOW-UP OF THEIR GRADUATES
AND THE FREQUENCY OF ' "UCH .l!'OLLOv -UP EFFORTS

SCHOOLS

Six Months
Number - Per Cent

Annually
Number - Per Cent

Five Years
Number-Per Oen

GROUP I
GROUP I I

1

GROUP III

l

66.66

2

follow-up program, which was carried on in terms of annual reports.
Table XVIII reveals that Group III had a greater variat on in
follow-up practices. as one school made a survey annually,

~d two

schools made a survey every five years in an effort to coll ct
information relating to · ts graduatet. .
In evaluating the importance of club organization

in th

business education departments of high schools, Table XIX r veals
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TABLE XIX
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS WHICH HAVE .dUSINESS CLUBS AND THE
PERCENTAGE OF BUSINESS STUDENTS
PARTICIPATING IN C~UB WORK

SCH LS

Per Cent of
Business
Students
Participating

Group I

Group II

Number - Per Cent

5 per cent

Number-Per Cent

l

10 per cen·t

50-75 per cent

l

24.02

l

33 . 33

l

33 . 33

1

33 . 33

Group III
Number-Per Cent

Over 75 per
cent

2

66 066

1

33 . 33

that schools in the three groups have made provisions for the
organization of the business clubs among the students .

However ,

this provision has been given little attention by most of the
schools studied .

In the schools of Group II and Group III, which

have organized clubs, over fifty per cent of the business
students are participating in the club activities at the time
this survey was conducted.

The schools of Group I participating

in the business club activities reported that a very small percentage of their business education

udents participated in

business club work , although one school within this group ha~
between fif y and seventy-five per cent of the au ents t
paxt in business club work .
The teachers in the business education depart

s a e

in
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TABLE XX
NUMBER OF SCHOOLS WHICH ORGANIZED CLASS
~

INTO COMMITTEES AND THE COU

COMMITTEE ,ORK W

COURSES
Group I
Number - Per Cent

IN

ORK

RICH

fE

SCHOOLS
Group II

Group I I I

Number-Per C nt

Shorthand

N bcr-Per Oen

l

Bookkeeping

2

66 . 66

2

66.66

2

66 . 66

Junior
Business
Training
Economics
Journalism
'

Business Law
encouraged by the Texas State Department of Education

nd by

authorities in tl- fi ld of business to make provisions in their
work for the development of the democratic spirit in their classes
and in all activities under their sponsorship .

jor portion of

A

this objective may be attained by means of sp cial

ph

i

upon

pupil committee work.
Table XX reveals .that some co
of these schools .
democratic
quatel~

ttee

o-

This recommendation for th

irit through co-oper tiv

1

developm nt

committee

rovided for by most of the schools,

centage of schools that made use o

co

program was 66 . 66 per cent in the are
and Journalism.

In Group II, the

cl

don

itte
or bookk

th
o kin

allest perc ntag

f the

ind -

ork

p

e

g

t pr-

h

chool

,

horth nd,
of

chool
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that provided for committee work in the business classes was

3~.33 per cent.
According to the objecti es of education, the democratic
spirit should be developed in cl ass activities.
work should be taken care of in committee work .

uch of this
Table XX indi-

cates that no school in Group I made provisions for committee
work in their classes .

There were only 35 .33 per cent of the

schools in Group I I that utilized this committee work in only
one course, shorthand .

Table XX also reveals tr t Group III

did committee work in five course s, but the percentage of schools
uti lizing committee work wa s not very high .

The p-1centag

all the schools was 66 . 66 per cent .

ol - ut ~lized

The sc

committee work in shorthand, bookkeepi ng and Journalism .

for

CHAnER IV
CONCLUS I ONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSI ONS
From this study of the adequacy of the business education programs o.f the eight Negro High achool a of Dallas
County , Texas the following conclusions have been drawn:
1.

The Group I schoo l s , the qualifications of ~eachers

were adequate in the light of stand rds r
Texas State Department of Education .

"'Uillended by the

All·teachers reported

thirty or more semester hours , of training in their teaching
fie l d .
2.

The qualifications of the teachers in Group II schools

were somewhat higher than those of the teachers in the schools
of Group I.

Of the nine teachers who reported their training

55 .55 per cent met the requirements recommended by the Texas
State Department of Education .

3.

In Group III, 12 . 50 per cent of the teachers did not

meet the minimum requirements for teaching of business work in
high schools of Texas .
~.

The teachers were inadequate in the degree to

hich

they took advantage of in-service training, for only three
tea chers in Group I reported in- service training .

None of

the teachers in Group II reported any in- service training,
and only one of the teachers in Group III schools reported inservice training .

5. The teachers were interested in professional progress ,
as exemplified by the fact th t they belonged to

rof ssional
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organizat i ons , for all of the teachers were members of the
Texas State Teachers Associ tion; 41 . 67 per cent of the
teachers were members of the National Educationa l Association;
and ni ne teachers held memberships in various other pr ofes s ional
organizations .
6.

The teachers appeared to

be

maintaining adequate stan-

dards i n the readi ng of current and professional literatur e .

-

Between 87 . 50 per cent and 100 . 00 ner cent read The Balance
Sheet ; over fifty per cent read Business Education World and
~

Bus i ness Teacher ; over 37 . 50 per cent read Today ' s Secretary

and Junior Business EducFtion, e nd 11 . 11 per cent read Nation ' s
Business and Forum .

7.

Sevent y per cent of the teachers within this total

group met the criterion of a ctual business experience on the part
of teachers of business education .
8.

Only 12 . 50 per cent of the Group I schools, 22 . 22 per

cent of the Group II schools , and 2d.57 per cent of the Group III
schools made provisions for time to enable tea chers of business
education to have personal interviews with businessmen of the
community.

9. Employers reported that more business training was
needed by a great percentage of high-scnool graduat~0 .

Some of

the outstanding traits that should be stressed are the develop ment of initiative , more attention to details , more training in
business spelling , and more training in written English .
10 .

The smallest percentage of the total student body of

any high school in Group I who were enrolled in courses in

business education was 48.04 per cent .

The largest percentage
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of enrol lment in business education was 118 . 94- per cent, due to
the fa ct that many students in one school enrolled fer more
than one course i n business education .

11 .

I n the high school s of Group II the smallest percenta ge

of students enrolled in business work was 2d . 65 per cent of the
total enrol l ment , whereas the largest percent · ge of the total
enrollment registered in business courses was 47 . 91 per cent .
12 .

The smallest percentage of students enrolled in any

school of Group I II

as 41 . 25 per cent of the total enrollment

registered in business courses , whereas the largest percentage
of the total enrollment was 52 . 56 per cent .
13 .

Not all the schools in Group I offered as many courses

in business education as the Texas State Department of Education
recommends .

The smallest number of courses offered by any

school was five courses .

All of tho schools which reported

offered first - year typewriting .

14 .

In Group II all of the schools offered first-year type-

writing 9 and all but one school offered shorthand .

All of the

schools except one offered at least four different business
courses .

Two schools offered as many as six courses.

15 . All of the schools in Group
and

first-year typewriting .

hand .

I II offered bookkeeping

All of the schools offered short-

Junior business was· offered by all of the schools in

this group .

Distributive education and economics was not offer-

ed by one school in this group.
16 .

All of the high schools in the t hree

oups met the

requirements as to the skills that should be developed in
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first - and-second-year typewriting , as recommended by the Texas
State Department of Education .

17. All of the schools met the requirements in shorthand
as recommended by the Texas State Department of Educ ation.
18 .

The students reported that t h ir training in office

organization was 80 per cent efficient, that geographic filing
was 25 per cent adequate in meeting actual office needs in the
business :vorld in which they were employed .

_9 .

he graduates reported having from 50 per cent to 90

per cent efficient training in business machine usa e .
20.

The graduates reported that their high-school tr ining

in holding a job 9 neatness, punctual ·y, reliabilit ,

oyalty

to employers, honesty, and similar traits was from 90 to 100
per cent adequate in meeting the needs of business offices in
which they w re employed.
21 .

Only one school in the three groups met the require-

ment that first-year typewriting should be made available to
students at any grade level .

All of the schools offered first-

year typewriting to students in the te th, eleventh, and
twelfth grades.
22 .

Fifty per cent of the boys and 35 per cent of the girls

who wer.e employed immediately after high-school graduation without further training needed courses in business English.

None

of the schools studied offered a course in business En lish.
23 .

Less than 30 per cent of the schools studied in this

area used more than one make of typewriters.

Bet een 33

57 per cent of those schools using more than one
writers provided at least three different makes .

nd

ke of type-
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24 .

All of the high schools of the high schools of this

area had as many as five different types of office machines
in the business education department; but only 33 . 33 per cent
of the schools had crank calculators.
25 .

The business education depirtment's equipment was ade-

quately maintained, or provisions was made for the proper maintenance of the equipment , for only 25 per cent o

the group of

schools reported inadequate funds for the maintenance of equipmen •

26 .

Group I and Group III reported that adequate supplies

of material for their departments were available, Group II reported that an excess amount of supplies and material for their
department were available at all times .

27 . All of the schools were utilizing the facility of films
as teaching aids in the business training of students .
28 .

Schools of this area were inadequate in making provis-

ions in their business education for time invhich students
might interview businessmen .

29.

The schools were inadequate .n making provisions for

field trips in the business education department, for the purpose of enabling the students to sstudy business experiences and
the processes in ther natural settings .

30 .

Schools of this area were inadequate in meeting the

provisions recommended for work-experience programs

one of

the schools of Group I made provisions for the work-experience
pr

rams in their curriculum, and only 42 . 6 per cent of the

schools in Group II and Group III made provisions for a

or -

?7
experience program in their business education departments .

31 .

Less than 62 . 50 per cent of the schools studied made

provisions in their programs to make changes in the curriculum
to meet the changing needs of the comm.unity .

32 .

Students unfitted for occupational courses should be

permitted to transfer from such courses without loss of credit •
Forty- five per cent of the schools in Group I and Group Ill
permitted such changes at the end of the semester, whereas 66 . 66
per cen

·f the sch o sin • ~up II permitted such changes at

end of the semester and 33 . 33 per cent of the schools in this
Group also permitted a change within the first two weeks

or a

semester .

33 .

According to the recommenaation of the T xas St te

Department of Education , the provisions that guidance and counseling service should be conducted in connection with commerci81
departments of the high school was

dequately met .

All of the

schools reported some guidance md counseling service in the
business departments of their schools .
34 .

The schools were adequately making provisions for the

emphasizing of personality development.

However, the schools

were somewhat inadequate in making use of personality tests ,
for none of the schools in Group I made use of personality tes~S ,
and only 33 . 33 per cent of the schools in Group II made use of
such tests .

35 . The cchools were inadequate in providing for placemerJ.t
service~ in connection with the commercial department.

36.

The schools of this area were inadequate in their
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business education departments in regard to the establishment
of some type of follow- up program for their graduates .

3? . The schools were adequate in providing special opportunities for interested students to do club work under sponso~ship of the business e ~cation departments,

38 ,

According to the objectives of education, the provis-

ions for the development of the democratic spirit through committee work was adequately stressed in most classes in the business departments of Group III high schools, whereas only 33 ,33
per cent in Groups I and II schools stressed committee work in
their business education work .
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business education departments in regard to the establishment
of some type of fo l low- up program for their graduates .

37 . The s chool s were adequate in providing special opportunit i es for interested students to do club
ship of the business

38 .

ork under sponso~ -

uQcation departments .

According to the objectives of education, the provis-

ions for the development of the democratic spirit through committee work was adequately stressed in most classes in the busineso C partments of Group III high schools , whereas only 33 . 33
per cent in Groups I and II schools stressed committee work in
their business education work .

IlliCO

•'NDATIONS

After having drawn the preceding conclusions from this
study, the writer makes the following recommendations for the
improvement of the business education programs of the Eight
Negro High Schools of Dallas County , Dalla , Texas:
1.

All of the hi

schools should make junior business

education or basic business, a requirement of all their students, for either course gives the student an opportunity to
explore the business education field ,
2.

Each business teacher should do everything possible

to defend general business subjects and keep them in the curriculum for the benefit of every pupil in the high school .

3.

All pupils enrolled in the small high school should

be encouraged to take first - year typewriting, at least for its
personal- use application .
4.

All business education teachers should be induced to

secure some actual business experience

nd · to attend refresher

c ourses at regular intervals .

5. All schools should be encouraged to have as many types
of office machines as possible, especially the adding machine ,
and every pupil should be given some opportunity to

amiliarize

himself with the operation of all machines available in th

de -

partment .
6.

A community survey should be conducted in order to

obtain the opinions of local businessmen

s to the adequacy of

the business curriculum offered by the high school ,
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7. School administrators should keep in step with the
changing needs in business education .
Be

All school s should be encouraged to include at least

one semester of salesmanship training in their business education programs .

9.

All schools should place more emphasis in the curri-

culum upon spelling, penmanship , busines s English, and business arithm.etic .
10 .

The so-called social-business subjects should. be de-

signed so as to contribute even further to general education .
11 .

If possible , units on spelling, penmanship, and a rith-

metical principles should be integrated with the general business course .
12 .

Provisions should be made for the organization of

committees within classes to bring about better co-operation
among pupils and also between the teachers and pupils .

1.3 .

Provisions should be made by all high schools fo

the

organization of business education clubs to allow opportunities
for the interested student to do more work than can be accomplished in the class period .

14 .

All high schools should provide their business depart-

ments with at least three different makes of typewriters .

15.

All schools should provide more field trips under the

sponsorship of the business department in order to enable the
students to study business experiences and processes in their
natural settings .
16 .

Curriculum improvements in the high school should go

l

hand in hand with improvements in teacher preparation and business in the community .

17. Business teachers should meet the challenge of continually developing new materials and of revoking the old terms of
closer t more vital relat i onshi ps to the problems which confront
the young people who are in the process of learning .
18.

All small high schools should provide in their bus ines s

programs f0r authentic business materials, such as books, current
professional literature, and visual aids, which have been designed for children and classr oom teachers .

2

APPENDIX

EMPLOYERS' ~U~STIONNAIRi
Check the following traits which are outstanding in employees who have graduated from high school and have had no
other school or formal training.
The traits are divided into two groups: Firs, those
which result from inadequate teaching of the subject matter
as such; and second , those which may be attributed to a lack
of proper development of qualities usually described by such
terms as "personality," "attitude ," and "judgement."
Indicate in each blank the per cent of employees from
schools in this district who have been weak in these
characteristics.

GROUP I
Poorly written English
Penmanship
Poorly spoken English
Lack of knowledge of
simple arithmetic
Poor bookkeeping
Inaccurate typing
Poor spelling
Slow shorthand
Slow typewrit i ng

REMARKS:

Oto 20
Per Cent

20 to 40
Per Cent

40 to 50
Per Cent

Over 50
Pei Cent

3
GROUP II
Lack of initiative
Lack of attention to
details
Lack of tact
Lack of ability to meet
people
Lack of common sense
Lack of judgement
Lack of dependability
Lack of neatness
Lack of honesty
Lack of loyalty

REMARKS:

0 to 20
Per Cent

20 to 40
Per Cent

40 to 50
Per Cent

Over 70
Per Cent

QUESTI ONNAIR

FOR T~ACREHS OF BUSINE:Sl::i
EDUCATION

1.

Name of school report i ng

2.

Classificat ion

3.

Total enrollment of girls in high school :
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
Remarks :

4.

Total enrollment of boys in high school:
9th grade
10th grade
11th grade
12th grade
Remarks :

5. Fill in the table please:
Classes or courses
you are teaching
this year

TEACH.ti:R

TRAINING

MaJor
semester
hours

In-service
semester
hours

Busines or
Office
.Experience
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BusinesR Education
courses offered
in y our school

Enrollment
in each
class
Boys- Girl,s

Minimum
time

Year
Placement

Credit

Pre requisite

If you have any of these machines in your department please
check by giving the number of machines in your department
Number

Machine
Full-~eyboard adding machine
Ten -Keyboard adding machine
Bookkeeping machine
Calcul ators (crank )
( electric )
Comptometers
Mimeograph
Mimeoscope
Liquid duplicator

Ediphone
Typewriters (makes)

1.

2.

3.
Other machines not listed :
1.
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6.

Does the business education department make provisions for
a co- ordinated work experience program?

Yes

7.

No

Does the business education department stress a testing
program for students interested in business education?
Yes

No

Check the type of test used:
a.

Kuder Preference Record

b.

Turse Shorthand Aptitude Test:

c.

others: 1 .

Yes

No
Yes

No

2.
8.

Does the business education department stress the use of
field trips in its program?

Yes___

No _ _ _ __

I n which classes?
9th Grade: Typing I

10th Grade: Typing I _ Typing II

No . per semester

11th Grade: Typing I _ Typing II

No . per semester

Shorthand

9.

Basic busine s_No . per semester

------Bookkeeping ----

o . per semester

Does the business department provide time in the bu iness
education program for guidance and counseling?
Yes ____

o

How much time does tho teacher give each semester to
guidance and counseling? __________________
Is there individual counseling?
Or group counseling?

10 .

Does the group make provisions for follow-up pro r
ascertain whether the trainees are makings t's actory

to
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Yes _ __ No

adjustments and progress on the job?

How often? : Every six months ____Yearly ___
11 .

5 years_

Does the school maintain a placement service bureau?
Yes

No

What perc ent of t h e pupils are pl aced through this service?

5% to 10%
12 .

- - - 20% to

30%

---50% to

50%

---More

Does the school provide time in the business education
program for the instructors of business education to meet
w:tth businessmen to discuss the needs of pupils?
Yes

13 .

--- No

Does the school provide time in the busines

education

program for students to make personal interviews with
Yes

buGinessmen? ·
14 .

---

No

Does the business education department sponsor clubs in

No

Yes

the business program?

What percent of the business pupils belong to buciness
clubs? 5%_10%_;__25%_
15 .

50 to 75%_

Over 75%_______

Does the school make provisions for changes in the business
curriculum to meet the changes and conditions of the
Yes ____ No _ _ __
community?

16 .

Does the school make provisions in the business department

---Does the- business curriculum contain adequate materials

for consumer education?

17 .

Yes

&

No

for the department of economic understandin, on the p rt
of the students?
18 .

Y"es

0 ------Does the business education department m e provision

for the constant reconstruction of ·experience in the
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d6Velopment of attitudes and appreciations in the acquisition of information, and in all development and maintenance of skills in order that all types of learning may
be integrated?
19 .

Yes

---- No

Does the business education department place emphasis on
the development of go od personality?
Yes

20 .

No

Does your school give personality tests?

No

Yes
Kind of tests given:

21 .

Does the business educ ation department provide courses of
study and syllabi to be used to facilit ate effective
teaching-learning activities rather than as uniform limitYes

ing offering?
22 .

---

No

Does the business education department encourage the
democratic spirit in business classes by having students
Yes

work in committees?

---

No

I n which classes?

23 .

Does the business education depdrtment encourage and make
provisions for visual aids?

Yes

---- No

in which classes? (Write in the blanks the number shown in
each class)
9th Grade : Typing I
10th Grade: Typing I

---- ,

Basic Business

___ , Typing II

----Basic

Business
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23 .

(continued )
11th Grade

24 .

12th Grade

Typing I

Typing I

Typing I I

Typing I I

Shorthand

Shorthand

Bookkeeping

Bookkeeping

Does the school permit a student to transfer without loss
of. c~edit from occupational courses at a:ny time the evidence indicates that the is unfitted for such work?
Yes

0

At the end of the semester

----

Anytime within the semester
25 .

Does the school provide adequate maintenance of equipment?
Yes

26 .

No

Does your school encourage your student to take junior
business training if the student does not take any other
business work?

-27 .

--- No ----

In the following what is the average maximum speed for
the pupil?

Typing I

Shorthand
28 .

Yes

W.P . • , Typing II
W. P .

---

.P . . '

•

To what professional organizations do you belong?
a.

Texas State Teachers Association

Yes

No

b.

Rational Educational Association

Yes

No

c•

UBEA Forum

d.

No
Yes
Others: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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29 . What business professional magazines do you read?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
30 .

Balance Sheet .
Journal of Business Education.
Today ' s Secretary .
Business Teacher.
Busineb. Education Forum .
American Business Education .
National Business Educ·1tion Quarterly .

Please list the names and addresses of five employers who
employ graduates without further business training than
their high-school training . Also the names of five me
ployees who are employed without any further training than
their high-school training . I ~.ish to contact these
people. (Use the reverse side of this !)aper. Thank You .)

.ciMARKS:
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Answer the follo ing que ions by heo
1 Yes' or no" in the bl nks
Y.i!lS

ng

NO

1.

er

or

you provid d ith an un er
ding
the organ! tion or
ern bu in ss?

2.

Wer you provid d ith the inf or tional
back ound that is basic to n und rst nding of the cleric 1 routine in a od rn
busin es office? Th se inolud

3.

Alphabetic 1 filing

4.

r filing

um

5. Subject fili g
6.

Geogr phic filing

.. .

7.

L tt r

-

8.

M chine Usa e

9.

Add ng

b.

Mi:meo

o.

Duplic tor

d.

Typ

a

p

itel'

Ba.nk:1

•

Savings

b.

Intere t

c.

Loans

Dusiness reference b ok :
•

--

chi

a.

•

10 .

.r ti g

b.

c.

y

Dictio
uainee
Dunn

r dstr

li

t

2

y

0

NO

11 .

Employment :
a.

quirem nt

b.
12 .

13 .

·--

of dif

Channels through
are e plo d

Hold ng a job
e tness

14 .

Punctu lity

15 .

liability

16 .

.->ride in a job well- one

l? .

Loyalt;y to

l

Hon ty

•

l) .

o.
1.

ployer

Court sy
C .e

of prop rty

act ulness

it

J)U

lie

r nt jobs

h ch e

loy es
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